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SUMMARY

This order approves new rate schedules for Northwest Natural Gas Company, d.b.a.
Northwest Natural (NW Natural). Under the new schedules, NW Natural's rates increase
approximately $246,000, or 0 . 1 percent in Oregon revenues. NW Natural's original filing sought
an increase of almost $ 1 5 million, or 3.8 percent. The rate increase is the first overall revenue
requirement based increase approved by the Commission for NW Natural in over ten years. A
results of operations spreadsheet is attached to this order as Appendix A.
To more properly align rates with actual costs of service, the Commission adopts a rate
spread that assigns a greater percentage of costs to residential customers. The rate spread
adopted for the new schedules will result in decreases in rates for certain commercial and large
industrial customers, and an increase of approximately 1 .3 percent for residential customers.
While this rate spread methodology will not eliminate the current rate disparity, it will achieve a
more balanced distribution of the costs of service without subjecting residential customers to rate
shock. A summary of the rate spread methodology adopted in this case is attached as Appendix
B.
INTRODUCTION
Procedural Background

On October 1 6, 1 998, NW Natural filed Advice No. 98-20, an application for a general
rate increase of $ 14,739,9 1 1 , or 3 . 8 percent, in Oregon revenues. NW Natural's proposed price
schedules are based on an adjusted 1998 test year, an average system rate base, and a proposed
return on equity of 1 1 .25 percent.
On November 1 7, 1 998, we found good and sufficient cause to investigate the propriety
and reasonableness of the rates pursuant to ORS 757.21 0 and 757.21 5 . In Order No. 98-437,
we ordered the rates be suspended for a period of six months pending investigation. In Order
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No. 99-343, we ordered the further suspension of Advice No. 98-20. Subsequently,
NW Natural waived the statutory suspension period and agreed to a suspension of the rates
through November 12, 1999.
Prehearing Conference

On November 6, 1 998, Michael Grant, an Administrative Law Judge, held a prehearing
conference in Salem, Oregon, to identifY patties and interested persons and to adopt a procedural
schedule. The following participated as parties to this proceeding: NW Natural, the Northwest
Industrial Gas Users (NWIGU), Portland General Electric (PGE), Citizens' Utility Board (CUB),
and the Commission Staff (Staff).
Issues

After a review ofNW Natural's tariff filing, Staff proposed 23 adjustments. Staff
designated each adjustment numerically, with each preceded by the letter S. Staff summarized
its proposed adjustments in exhibit Staffl l 02. We utilize Staffs numbering system in our
discussion of the issues.
StipUlations

On July 1 9, 1999, NW Natural and Staff submitted a stipulation intended to resolve
ratemaking treatment and other issues related to the company's CIS investment (Issue S-1 8),
subject to our approval. The stipulation is attached to this order as Appendix C. The stipulation
is supported by direct, rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimony previously filed by both NW Natural
and Staff on this issue, as well as the joint testimony of Bruce R. DeBolt.
On July 28, 1 999, NW Natural and Staff submitted a second stipulation intended to
resolve 1 6 adjustments proposed by Staff, subject to our approval. The stipulation is attached as
Appendix D. The stipulation is supported by direct and rebuttal testimony previously filed by
both NW Natural and Staff on the various issues.
Both Stipulations and supporting testimony were entered into the record of this proceeding
as evidence pursuant to OAR 860-014-0045(1).
Evidentiary Hearings

On July 7, 1 5 , August 1 8 , 20, and 23, 1999, Michael Grant, an Administrative Law
Judge, held hearings in Salem, Oregon. During those proceedings, the following appearances
were entered: Susan Ackerman, Susan Bergles, James Paine, Carla Kelley, and Marcus Wood,
attorneys, appeared on behalf ofNW Natural; Paul Graham, Assistant Attorney General,
appeared on behalf of Staff; Edward Finklea, attorney, appeared on behalf of the Northwest
2
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Industrial Gas Users (NWIGU); and Denise Saunders, attorney, appeared on behalf of Portland
General Electric Company (PGE).
Based on the record in these proceedings, we make the following:
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I. APPLICABLE LAW

In this rate case, the Commission's function involves two primary steps. First, we must
determine how much revenue NW Natural is entitled to receive. A utility's revenue requirement
is determined on the basis of the utility's costs. See, e.g., American Can Co. v. Lobdell, 55 Or
App 451, 454-55, rev den 293 Or 190 (1982). Second, we must allocate the revenue requirement
among the utility's customer classes.
In the revenue requirement phase of a rate case, we must determine: (1) the gross utility
revenues; (2) the utility's operating expenses to provide utility service; (3) the rate base on which
a return should be earned; and (4) the rate of return to be applied to the rate base to establish the
return to which the stockholders of the utility are reasonably entitled. See Pacific Northwest Bell
Tel. Co. v. Sabin, 21 Or App 200, 205 n . 4, rev den (1975). The purpose of answering these
questions is to determine the utility's reasonable costs of providing service and expected
revenues so the Commission can set utility rates at just and reasonable levels.
As the petitioner in this rate case, NW Natural has the burden of proof on all issues.
ORS 757.210 provides that, in a rate case, "the utility shall bear the burden of showing that the
rate or schedule of rates proposed to be established or increased or changed is just and
reasonable." Thus, NW Natural must submit evidence showing that its proposed rates are just
and reasonable. Once the company has presented its evidence, the burden of going forward then
shifts to the party or parties who oppose including the costs in the utility's revenue requirement.
Staff or an intervenor, if it opposes the utility's claimed costs, may in turn show that the costs are
not reasonable.
II. STIPULATED ISSUES

In the July 19th stipulation covering Issue S-18: CIS, NW Natural, and Staff agree to a
gross CIS plant amount for ratemaking purposes of $37,119,497, an accumulated depreciation
balance of $4,819,291, and an annual depreciation expense of $2,819,839. NWIGU and the
Citizens Utility Board (CUB) are not parties to the stipulation and oppose it. Accordingly, we
treat Issue S- 18: CIS as a contested issue and address it with other issues below.
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The July 28th Stipulation is intended to resolve 16 adjustments proposed by Staff:
S-2: Repricing Effect; S-3: Weather Normalization; S-4: Transportation Margins; S-5: Other
Revenues; S-6: Federal Income and State Excise Tax; S-8: Memberships, Dues and Donation;
S-10: Property Tax Expenses; S-II: Uncollectible Expenses; S-12: Corporate Communications,
Governmental and Public Relations; S-14: Workforce Adjustment; S-16: Payroll Overhead
Adjustment; S-17: Mist Adjustment; S-19: Y2K Expenditures; S-20: Insurance Cost; S-21 : Low
Pressure Conversion Retirement; and S-22: Capital Stock Expense. It also clarifies certain
matters relating to revenue sensitive factors.
NW Natural and Staff believe that the ratemaking adjustments contained in the
stipulation are supported in the evidence and are reasonable for purposes of this proceeding.
NWIGU has reviewed the stipulations and, while not a signatory, does not object to any portion
of the stipulation. No other party has filed any objection to the stipulation.
We have reviewed the July 28'h Stipulation and find the proposed adjustments contained
therein to be reasonable. Accordingly, the stipulation, set forth in Appendix D, is adopted.
III. CONTESTED ISSUES

The July 28'h Stipulation did not address eight issues identified by Staff. Those issues
are: S-O: Rate of Return; S-OO: Postage; S-I: Demand Charge Adjustment; S-7: Advertising
Expense; S-9: Sales and Marketing Expense; S-13: Wage and Salary; S-15: Bonus Adjustment;
and S-23: Rate Spread and Rate Design. To this list of contested issues we add Issue S-18: CIS,
the subject of the July 19'h stipulation. We address these nine issues separately in numerical
order.
ISSUE S-O: RATE OF RETURN
Summary o f Issue

In Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Company, 320 U.S. 591, 603 (1944),
the United States Supreme Court established the standard for detennining cost of capital
allowance:
"[T]he return to the equity owner should be commensurate with
returns on investments in other enterprises having corresponding
risks. That return, moreover, should be sufficient to assure
confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise, so as to
maintain its credit and to attract capital[.]
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To detennine a rate of return on rate base that is appropriate for NW Natural, we must
first identifY the costs and components of the company's capital structure. The cost of each
capital component is estimated and weighted according to its percentage of total capitalization.
These weighted costs of capital are combined to calculate NW Natural's overall cost of capital,
which becomes the allowed rate of return on rate base.
A. Capital Structure
Positions of the Parties

In its filing, NW Natural presented the following capital structure:
Capital Source

Ratio

Long-Tenn Debt

45.25%
4.55%
50.2%
1 00%

Preferred Stock
Common Equity
Total

Staff and NWlGU each challenge one aspect ofNW Natural's proposed capital structure.
Staff recommends that the Commission deduct $38, 5 1 3, 127 from common equity to remove
NW Natural's investment in non-regulated subsidiaries. Staff notes that the reported equity of
the company includes its investment in NNG Financial Corp. and Canor Energy Ltd. Staff
contends that the assets of these non-regulated companies do not belong in the utility's rate base
and equity investment in these assets should be removed from the utility capital structure. Staffs
recommendation would reduce the percentage of common equity from 50.2 percent to
47.71 percent.
NWlGU contends that the Commission should include short-tenn debt in NW Natural's
capital structure. NWlGU states that the company regularly uses short-tenn debt to finance
working capital and for other general corporate purposes. NWlGU believes that ratepayers
should realize some of the benefits of inexpensive short-tenn debt, which NW Natural regularly
uses to finance investments that are added to ratebase.
In response to Staff, NW Natural contends that, for ratemaking purposes, the Commission
should use the company's actual capital structure rather than what it terms an adjusted
hypothetical structure. It states that the assets of the unregulated subsidiaries are not included in
rate base and argues that the company's utility operations on a stand-alone basis would not
require a lower equity ratio than that maintained by the company as a whole. NW Natural also
points out that, because the equity investments in its subsidiaries are so small, Standard and
Poor's has observed that "NW Natural's credit quality is not materially affected by these
operations. "
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With regard to NWIGU's proposal, NW Natural states that short-tenn debt is not used to
finance long-term assets included in the company's rate base. Rather, NW Natural explains,
short-term debt is used to handle intra-month and inter-seasonal variations of cash requirements,
as well as to finance construction work in progress (CWIP) that are not included in rate base.
Because short-tenn debt is already imputed to calculate the allowance for funds used during
construction (AFUDC), NW Natural contends that including the same debt in the company's
capital structure would constitute a double counting of the same capital.
Commission Resolution

We adopt Staffs proposal to remove NW Natural's equity investment in non-regulated
subsidiaries from the common equity of the company's regulated operations. As Staff notes, NW
Natural already earns a profit on its investments in these non-regulated operations. NW Natural
should not be allowed to receive an additional return on equity for these investments through the
rates of its utility operations. Moreover, the fact that the equity in question is parent company
equity does not mean that it is equity supporting utility operations. The exclusion ofNW
Natural's subsidiary expenses from its capital structure is consistent with general ratemaking
principles.
We decline, however, to adopt NWIGU's proposal to include short-term debt in the
company's capital structure. Although the company regularly employs short-tenn capital, we are
not persuaded that short-tenn debt should be treated as a fonn of pennanent capital by including
an amount in the company's capital structure for ratemaking purposes. Furthennore, NW
Natural has established that customers already receive benefits from the company's use of short
tenn debt as bridge capital for investment in rate base assets. For example, NW Natural notes
that it used the short-tenn interest rate to calculate the AFUDC of the Mist Storage Project. As a
result, the project went into the rate base at a lower cost than if the company had financed in
advance using long-tenn debt or common stock.
B. Cost of Debt and Preferred Stock

The parties do not dispute NW Natural's cost of debt and cost of preferred stock .
NW Natural and Staff agree that the authorized cost of debt should be 7.75 percent and that the
authorized cost of preferred stock should be 7.06 percent. We agree with the parties' calculations
and adopt them.
C. Cost of Equity

NW Natural contends that it should be allowed to earn a return on equity (ROE) of
1 1 .25 percent. NW Natural emphasizes that this return is commensurate with returns on
investments in other enterprises having similar risks and provides a return sufficient for the
company to maintain financial integrity. NW Natural adds that an ROE of 1 1 .25 percent is
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supported by two methodologies used to estimate cost o f equity and is consistent with the equity
return authorized by the Commission in its last rate case, as adjusted for changes in the capital
markets. Staff and NWIGU contend that NW Natural's ROE request is excessive. Staff
recommends an ROE of8.7 percent, while NWIGU recommends an ROE range of 8.75 to
9.34 percent.
The differences in the parties' recommended rates of return result from, among other
things, the use of different methodologies for determining the appropriate return on equity and
disagreement on a number of issues relating to the variables used in the methodologies. In
estimating cost of equity, NW Natural and Staff primarily rely on discounted cash flow (OCF)
and capital asset pricing model (CAPM) analyses. NWIGU also used a OCF analysis and an
inflation adjusted risk premium method. To understand the parties' recommendations, we begin
with a discussion of these primary methodologies.
Methodologies
1. Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)

The OCF model is a stock valuation approach to estimating the cost of equity. The
underlying theory to this model maintains that the firm's current stock price represents the sum
of future dividends, discounted to the present. The rate of return on common equity under the
OCF model is the rate that compensates investors for risk and time, assuming that the security is
efficiently priced. To calculate an investor's expected return on equity, the OCF formula uses
the current stock price, the expected dividends in the coming year, and the expected growth rate
of future dividends.
In this case, the parties used two OCF models. The basic, single growth OCF formula
assumes a constant growth rate in future dividends. It is generally expressed as:
� (cost of equity)

=

D, (dividends per share)
Po (current stock price)

+ g (future growth)

The multi-stage, or complex DCF formula, assumes that growth rates may change over
time. That formula is expressed as:
Po (current stock price)

=

0,

+

(1 + k)'
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0,

(1 + k)'

+ . .. +
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+
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2. Capital Asset Pricing Model

Another method of estimating cost of equity is using a CAPM analysis. The CAPM is a
risk premium analysis that calculates the expected equity return by adding a risk premium to a
"risk free" rate of return. Risk is represented by the term "beta," which measures the stock's
volatility relative to the market as a whole. The beta for the market is equal to one. Therefore, a
stock with a beta greater than one is more risky than the average market stock, while a stock with
a beta of less than one is less risky than the average market stock. The risk premium is generally
calculated by multiplying the company's beta by the difference between the overall market risk
premium and the risk free rate. The formula is generally stated as follows:
K, (cost of equity)

=

Risk-free rate + beta (market risk premium)

3. Inflation Adjusted Risk Premium

The risk premium method recognizes that common equity capital is more risky than debt,
and that investors correspondingly require higher returns on stocks than bonds to compensate for
that additional risk. Therefore, under this method, the required rate of return is typically
determined by the current yield to maturity on bonds plus a risk premium. The risk premium,
which reflects the higher returns required by investors for investing in stocks, is commonly
measured on the basis of historical differences between the cost of equity and the cost of debt.
In this proceeding, NWIGU uses a modified risk premium method. NWIGU believes
that, because the risk premium has declined significantly in recent years, the use of historic
differences between stocks and bonds would result in unreasonably high estimates for return on
equity. Accordingly, NWIGU believes that cost of equity can be reasonably calculated by
adding the historic inflation premium to investor's current expectation for inflation. NWIGU
contends that the stability of the historic inflation premium is a more reliable measure than a
historically based bond interest risk premium.
Positions of the Parties
NW Natural

NW Natural's recommendations on cost of capital are based on the testimony of its expert
witness Dr. Thomas Zepp, an economist and Vice President of Utility Resources, Inc. Dr. Zepp
presented ROE estimates using a multi-stage DCF model, several CAPM models, and a
comparison of actual determinations of required equity returns in other jurisdictions.
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Dr. Zepp applied the multi-stage DCF model to a sample of 1 7 local distribution
companies (LDCs). Dr. Zepp contends that a multi-stage DCF improves on the implicit
assumption in the single-stage DCF thatdividends grow indefinitely at the same rate. His
dividend growth is separated into three stages. Dr. Zepp explains that the multi-stage DCF
assumes, more realistically, that there can be one rate of growth expected for the immediate
future (next year), another rate of growth over a short-term period extending three to five years in
the future, and finally, a stabilized "terminal" growth rate over the indefinite future.
Dr. Zepp's first stage growth rate is contained in the yield component (D/Po). His yield
term uses stock prices as of two dates, February 1 2, 1 999, and February 26, 1 999, and Value
Line forecasts of dividends per share (DPS) for the next year. These two stock prices form a
"top" and "bottom" yield range. His second stage growth rate is comprised of Value Line
forecasts of DPS growth for the period 2001 to 2003.
To determine terminal growth, Dr. Zepp used the formula g' BR + VS + Z. Dr. Zepp
explains that an investor expects long-term growth from three sources. The first source of
growth is from the earnings a company will retain and invest in the business over the long term
rather than paying out dividends. Retained earnings add to the company's book value, and the
investor has the right to expect that these additions will yield returns in the future. This growth is
represented in the term BR, in which B represents the retained earnings and R represents the rate
of return investors expect to earn on the company's book value.
=

The second source of growth in dividends is from the capital the company will raise
through the sale of common stock over book value. This growth is represented in the term VS,
where V is the portion of the proceeds from future stock expected to exceed book value, and S is
the growth rate of the stock outstanding.
The third source of growth in dividends, according to Dr. Zepp, is from the potential that
retained earnings will grow atan accelerated rate if growth in earnings per share (EPS) exceeds
growth in DPS. This additional growth, represented as Z, measures the investor's expectation of
dividend growth to the extent that earnings grow at a higher rate.
Using his multi-stage DCF, Dr. Zepp calculated a cost of equity range of 1 1 .69 to
1 1 .85 percent for the typical LDC, and 1 1 .46 to 1 2.02 percent for NW Natural. In rebuttal
testimony, Dr. Zepp also updated his calculations to use. Staffs spot dividend yield and dividend
growth data from the June 1 999 Value Line reports. Using these updates, Dr. Zepp reports DCF
return requirements of 1 1 .55 percent for the comparable LDCs, and 1 1 .47 percent for NW
Natural.
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2. CAPM analysis

At the outset, Dr. Zepp recommends that the Commission reconsider its use of the
traditional CAPM methodology to estimate cost of equity. Dr. Zepp believes that CAPM cannot
reliably project the specific required returns for individual companies due to difficulties in
accurately determining the various input assumptions. First, Dr. Zepp expresses concern over the
selection of a risk-free rate. He contends that, instead of relying on published intermediate-term
U.S. Treasury security rates, the Commission should use long-term U.S. Treasury rate forecasts.
Second, Dr. Zepp is concerned about the uncertainty of market risk premium estimates. He
believes that the S&P 500 index is a more appropriate portfolio of assets to use as a proxy for the
theoretical market portfolio than is the NYSE/AMEXINASDAQ portfolio. Dr. Zepp also
questions the validity of beta estimates, noting that they are difficult to measure or to project with
any degree of confidence.
In light of these concerns, Dr. Zepp provided cost of equity estimates using the following
equation:
Expected return

=

Risk-free rate + company specific risk premium

Under his approach, Dr. Zepp used two alternative methods to estimate company-specific
risk premiums that he combines with a risk-free rate determined by forecasts of yields on 30-year
Treasuries. In his primary analysis, Dr. Zepp calculated 1983-1997 annual equity cost estimates
for eight LDCs by use of a historic DCF formulation. The conesponding annual yield on 30year Treasury bonds is subtracted from the annual DCF cost rates to estimate annual LDC risk
premiums, which he averages for the time periods 1983-1997 and 1 986-1 997. He combines
these with the range of forecasts for 3D-year Treasury bond yields (4.8 percent and 6.0 percent) to
estimate a cost of equity range of 1 0.82 to 1 2.02 percent.
Dr. Zepp's second methodology us<,)s ROEs authorized by regulatory commissions as an
estimate of the cost of equity facing LDCs at different points in time. He compiled 419 decisions
from the years 1 983, 1991 , and 1993-1 998, then subtracted 30-year risk-free rates lagged two
months from the order date to develop a series of risk premia. Dr. Zepp then regressed his risk
premia on the 3D-year rates to estimate a cost of equity range of 10.17 to 11.03 percent.
If the Commission elects to use the traditional CAPM formula, Dr. Zepp recommends the
methodology used by the Water Division Staff of the California Public Utility Commission.
Under this approach, Dr. Zepp again adopts a forecast of the 3D-year Treasury rate for his risk
free rate. For a measure of market risk premium, he uses an Ibbotson Associates estimate of the
arithmetic average risk premium of large company stocks minus long-term government bonds of
7.8 percent. His beta is a beta calculated by Value Line for NW Natural. This produces an
equity cost range of 10.1 to 1 0.5 percent.
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3. ROEs Authorized by other Regulatory Commissions

In addition to his DCF and CAPM estimates, Dr. Zepp relies on ROEs authorized by
. other regulatory commissions to support a cost of common equity estimate. Citing a compilation
of recent common equity return decisions published in Public Utilities Fortnightly, Dr. Zepp
notes that, except for two unique decisions, no authorized common equity return was less than 10
percent. Excluding the highest and lowest three authorized returns, Dr. Zepp points out that the
range for decisions issued in 1997 and 1998 was 10.7 to 12.5 percent. Accordingly, Dr. Zepp
contends that NW Natural should be awarded a common equity return within this range.
Staff

Staffs estimates of the rate of return on common equity is based on the testimony of its
expert witness, John S. Thornton, Jr., a financial economist with the Commission. Mr. Thornton
used the DCF model and CAPM analysis to estimate NW Natural's cost of equity.
1. DCF Model

Like Dr. Zepp, Mr. Thornton applied a multi-stage DCF model to a sample of 17 LDCs
and to NW Natural. Mr. Thornton separated dividend growth into three stages: (1) short to near
term; (2) near to long term; and (3) long term.
To compute his yield component, Mr. Thornton used reported stock prices for June 2,
1999, and Value L ine forecasts of DPS for the next year. Mr. Thornton's first stage growth
(short to near term) used Value Line forecasts of DPS growth from 2001-2004. He defined his
second stage growth (near to long term) as the years 2005 to 2008, and estimated it as a transition
period between short-term and long-term growth. He identified the third stage growth as the year
2009 onwards and considered individually five different growth rates. Those five methods are
Value Line's implied future dividend growth by company for 1 998 to 2000-2004, and historical
sample averages of dividends, earnings, book value, and internal growth. Under this
methodology, Mr. Thornton's DCF estimates range from 7.5 to 8.5 percent for the industry, and
7.3 to 8.8 percent for NW Natural.
As a sensitivity analysis, Mr. Thornton also calculated a multi-stage DCF using long-term
growth rates from several "economy-wide forecasts." In this analysis, Mr. Thornton used DR!'
forecasts of economy-wide growth. Mr. Thornton used five forecasts for the period from 2009 to
2023: (1) DR! Corporate dividend growth; (2) DR! S&P 500 earnings per share growth; (3) DR!
gross domestic product growth (trend); (4) DR! gross domestic product growth (optimistic); and
(5) DR! gross domestic product growth (pessimistic). Mr. Thornton's DCF estimates using

1

DR! is a professional forecasting service to which the State of Oregon subscribes.
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economy-wide forecasts average of 10.2 percent for the LDC industry, and 1 0.3 percent for
NWNatural.
2. CAPM Model

Mr. Thornton's CAPM analysis relies on the traditional formula set forth above. He
begins with an assumption that investors' holding periods are intermediate in length and
calculates a risk-free rate based on an average of intermediate-term Treasury notes. Averaging
the yields-to-maturity of the five-, seven-, and ten-year U.S. Treasury securities quoted in the
June 3, 1999 edition of the Wall Street Journal, Mr. Thornton calculated a rate of 5.98 percent.
For a risk-free rate, Mr. Thornton corrected this figure downwards to 5.9 percent for use in a
average-of-period investment base to be consistent with the average rate baseNWNatural
proposed in this case.
Mr. Thornton then estimates a beta forNWNatural of 0.46. He first calculated a "raw"
beta for the company of 0.43 by "regressing"NWNatural's stock returns on the risk-free rate
plus a combined portfolio ofNYSE/AMEXINASDAQ stock returns minus a risk-free rate proxy.
Mr. Thornton then adjusted the raw beta towards the average beta of his sample group of LDCs.
Using a means square error test to detelmine the optimal weighting formula, Mr. Thornton
weighted the raw beta 60 percent towards the LDC industry average beta of 0.48, to arrive at a
final beta estimate of 0.46.
To estimate the expected market risk premium, Mr. Thornton used the long-run average
market risk premium. Mr. Thornton's method assumes that the average market risk premium
over a large number of historical intermediate term holding periods is a reasonable estimate of
the expected intermediate term market risk premium. He estimates the average historical
intermediate term market risk premium by calculating the difference between expected
compounded returns on the market portfolio and the compounded returns on the risk free asset
over an intermediate period. The difference is then arrnualized.
Mr. Thornton took 876 monthly returns from 1926 to 1998 for allNYSE/AMEXI
NASDAQ stocks and grouped them into 12 sets of 73-month holding periods to reflect a
compounding return. He made the same calculation for intermediate term U.S. Treasury
securities rates. Mr. Thornton then calculated the average rate of return difference between
holding the market portfolio and holding the risk-free rate over the intermediate term. He
averaged the market risk premium estimates for each of the holding periods, then took the
73,d root to calculate the geometric monthly average market risk premium. Finally, he
arrnualized the monthly risk premium to produce a nominal annual average market risk premium.
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Utilizing stock and treasury rate data from 1 926 to 1998, Mr. Thornton determines a
range of historical market-risk premium of 6.6 to 7.0 percent. Inserting these figures into the
CAPM formula, Thornton estimates a range of cost of capital for NW Natural from 8.9 to
9.1 percent.
NWIGU

NWIGU's ROE recommendations are based on the testimony of its expert witness, James
A. Rothschild, President of Rothschild Financial Consulting. Mr. Rothschild used a simplified
and complex DCF model, as well as an inflation adjusted risk premium analysis, to estimate NW
Natural's cost of equity
1.

DCF Model

Mr. Rothschild first performed a single stage DCF, or "simplified DCF" using a dividend
yield based on stock prices on May 31, 1999, and also an average price for the year ended
May 31, 1999. He multiplied the dividend yield by half the future growth rate to reflect dividend
increases during the coming year.
To calculate a growth rate in his simplified DCF, Mr. Rothschild used a BR + VS
formula similar to that used by Dr. Zepp. Rothschild, however, did not also include the growth
factor Z. Mr. Rothschild performed these DCF calculations using three groups of companies:
(1) Value Line Distribution Companies; (2) the 17 LDCs used by Zepp and Thornton, and
( 3) NW Natural. His simplified DCF results produce a cost of equity range of 8.80 to
8.82 percent.
Mr. Rothschild also used a multi-stage DCF. For his first stage growth under this
formula, he used Value Line's forecast of EPS and DPS for the years 1 999 to 2002. He
determined second stage earnings by multiplying the future book value per share by the future
expected return on book equity used in his simplified DCF model. Mr. Rothschild's complex
DCF results produce a cost of equity range of 9.33 to 9.34 percent.
2. Risk Premium

As noted above, Mr. Rothschild also uses a modified risk premium approach to calculate
cost of equity. Under this method, Mr. Rothschild believes that a reasonable estimate of
NW Natural's cost of equity may be obtained by adding the historic inflation premium to
investors' current expectation for inflation. Mr. Rothschild first estimates the expected rate of
inflation to be 2.0 percent by comparing the yields on Treasury bonds with inflation-indexed
Treasury bonds. He then adds this 2.0 percent factor to a 6.6 to 7.2 percent historic return on
common stocks net of inflation to get a "inflation risk premium cost of equity for a company of
average risk."
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To apply this result to NW Natural, Mr. Rothschild adjusts the return to account for the
lower than average market-risk inherent in an investment in gas distribution utility stocks. To
accomplish this, he subtracts the 4.6 percent yield on 90-day Treasury bills from the historic
return on common stocks. He then multiplies this figure by a Value Line beta of 0.63 for LDCs
to derive a 1 . 26 to 1 .64 percent "risk adjusted equity premium." Finally, Mr. Rothschild adds
this risk adjusted equity premium back to the 6.6 to 7.2 percent range of historic returns on
common stocks to derive a 7.86 to 8.84 percent risk premium for LDCs. The mid-point of this
range is 8.35 percent.
Disputed Issues

We first address certain issues raised by the parties' analyses of the cost of common
equity. While all three parties generally used the same analytical tools, the variation of their
recommendations is significant. The differences in the parties' DCF estimates primarily result
from the use of different methods to calculate dividend growth and retention ratios. The parties'
CAPM estimates differ considerably due to different input assumptions and methodologies used
for calculating risk premium and the use of different sources to determine betas. We will
separately address issues relating to DCF and CAPM estimates, as well as the other cost of
capital methodologies presented.
1. DCF Estimates

Although the parties generally agree to the basic theory of the DCF formula, the
witnesses differed on a number of issues relating to the variables used under this method. As
stated above, the DCF model requires identification of: (1 ) dividends expected over the next
year, (2) the current stock price, and (3) future dividend growth rates. The first two variables are
used to calculate the dividend yield component in the DCF formula. The third variable, future
dividend growth, requires an estimate of both short-term and long-term dividend growth.
a. Dividend Yield

Staff contends that the Commission should reject Dr. Zepp's dividend yield calculations
because he used stock prices and expected dividends for two different dates (February 1 2 and 26,
1 999). In prior cases, we have generally relied on the use of the most current spot price for the Po
term in the DCF model. As we explained in Order No. 94-336:
Conceptually, the stock price to use is the current price of the security at the time
of estimating the cost of equity. In an efficient market, the current stock price
provides the best information of future prices. An efficient market implies that
prices adjust instantaneously to the arrival of new information. Therefore, current
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prices reflect the fundamental economic value of the security. See also Order
Nos. 97-171 and 94-336
In response, NW Natural requests the Commission to reexamine this policy. While
recognizing the efficient market assumption, NW Natural states that it is impossible to know
what affect daily changes in earnings or growth assumptions, merger rumors, or other factors
may have on a stock price for a given day. Because equity returns may remain in effect for
several years, NW Natural contends they should not be determined based on a particular day's
stock price. Therefore, it believes that the use of an average dividend yield over a several month
period might bring greater stability to equity return forecasts.
This Commission has used a short-term average stock price in at least one prior case. In
Order No. 87-406, the Commission used a ten-day average stock price due to wide fluctuations
in the utility's stock.' In this case, however, there is no evidence of price aberrations to warrant
consideration of an averaged stock price for use in the OCF model. Therefore, we conclude that
Staffs method of calculating stock price based on spot prices is reasonable and adopt it.
Accordingly, we discard Or. Zepp's OCF estimates derived through the use of multiple stock
prices.
Staff next criticizes Or. Zepp's dividend yield component because he failed to update his
stock price and growth data for more recently available information. As NW Natural notes,
however, Or. Zepp did provide an updated OCF estimate in his rebuttal testimony. As stated
above, Or. Zepp updated each growth projection to match the forecasts reported in the June 1999
Value Line report. Moreover, his updated results included the use of Mr. Thornton's spot
dividend yield.
b. Future Dividend Growth
i. First Stage Growth

NW Natural argues that Mr. Thornton failed to correct a plain error in his data entries.
The company contends that Mr. Thornton used a begil1l1ing dividend for his first stage growth
that was different from the dividend used to calculate his dividend yield. NW Natural fails to
recognize, however, that Mr. Thornton did not calculate a dividend yield, but rather used a multi
stage OCF fOimula that requires a forecasted stream of dividends in an internal rate-of-return
calculation. A dividend yield is only needed in a constant-growth OCF and added to a dividend
growth forecast. Moreover, as noted by Staff, all of the forecasted dividend data relied upon by
Mr. Thornton came from the same source, The Value Line Investment Survey.

'In the Matter o/Revised TariffSchedulesfiled by Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company, UT 43.
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Staff argues that Dr. Zepp mismatched his data and growth periods for first stage growth.
To calculate expected dividends for years 2000, 2001, and 2002, Dr. Zepp used Value Line's
implied forecasted dividend growth from 2000 to 2001-2003. Staff alleges error, arguing that
Dr. Zepp should not have relied on forecasts through the year 2003 when his first stage of growth
lasts only through 2002. NWNatural responds that the Value Line reports used by Dr. Zepp
actually forecast an average dividend for 2002 to 2004; i.e., the dividend that Value Line expects
to be achieved, on average, by the year 2003. Thus,NWNatural contends that Dr. Zepp's
growth estimates properly matched his data. With this explanation,NWNatural continues and
asserts that Mr. Thornton erred in relying on Value Line's forecasts of dividend growth rates for
2002-2004 (i.e., average for 2003), because his first stage ends in 2004.
Staff andNWNatural obviously disagree on the proper interpretation and application of
Value Line's forecasted dividend growth rates. AlthoughNWNatural contends that these
projections forecast an average dividend forecast for the mid-point of each period, there is no
evidence in the record to support that interpretation. It may be equally reasonable to conclude
that the Value Line 2002-2004 projection is not an average of 2002-2004 (i.e., 2003), but rather a
recognition that projections of future earnings are not as accurate. As a result, it might be
reasonable for Value Line to use a range of future years for the projected figures, rather than a
range of projections for a single year. In any event, neither party was able to quantify the impact
of the differing interpretations and applications of the Value Line data. Therefore, for purposes
of this docket, we will accept both parties' results.
ii. Terminal Growth

Staff andNWIGU challenge many aspects of Dr. Zepp's terminal growth calculations.
As stated above, Dr. Zepp used the formula g' BR + VS + Z to estimate perpetual dividend
growth forNWNatural and the sample of LDC companies. Staff andNWIGU first criticize
Dr. Zepp's reliance on Value Line forecasted returns on equity to calculate the BR growth rate.
Based onNWIGU's study comparing projected returns with realized returns for eight LDCs,
both parties believe that Value Line systematically over estimates returns by an average of
1.28 percent. In fact,NWIGU's expert witness Mr. Rothschild used the results of this study to
justify a downward adjustment to the Value Line growth forecast he used in his DCF analysis.
=

NW Natural responds that the comparative study is inconclusive. First, it contends that
an eight-company comparison is simply too small to support any inference about the accuracy of
a publication that forecasts for over 1,700 companies. Second,NWNatural notes that actual
returns of individual companies will vary substantially from year to year. Due to this variation,
NWNatural states it is not surprising that the forecasting error of 1.28 percent is substantially
less than one standard deviation (2.49 percent) in the data computed to reach that conclusion.
For these reasons,NWNatural contends that Dr. Zepp reasonably relied on Value Line
projections, and that Mr. Rothschild's ad hoc adjustment is unjustified.
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We are uncertain what weight to give NWIGU's comparative study. On its face, it shows
that, since 1977, Value Line has overestimated the future expected return on book equity to be
achieved by eight LOCs, four years out, by an average of 1 .28 percent. Although NWIGU' s
comparative study is limited to just eight of the 1 ,700 companies for which Value Line projects
future earnings, its analysis properly focuses on projections for LOCs, including NW Natural.
For these reasons, we can not conclude that it would be unreasonable for one to rely on the study
to adjust the forecasts downward in a OCF analysis. At the same time, however, others could
reasonably conclude that the study fails to provide persuasive evidence that an upward bias exists
or, if so, will continue in the future. Therefore, we decline to reject either party' s OCF analysis
on this basis.
Both NW Natural and NWIGU accuse each other of using biased estimates of the
BR term because of "mismatched" dividend yields and retention rates. NWIGU asserts that
Dr. Zepp computed his BR growth based on the increased retention rate that Value Line's
forecasted retention ratio for 2002, but computed his dividend yield based on dividends derived
from a 1999 retention rate. NWIGU contends that this mismatch exaggerates the cost of equity
because it ignores the inherent interrelationship between earnings and dividends. NW Natural, in
turn, claims that Mr. Rothschild's BR term mismatches year-end dividend levels with annual
earnings, which improperly lowers the retention ratios by computing payout ratios by dividing
current (1 999) year-end book dividend yield by the forecasted equity return.
We observe that both NW Natural and NWIGU have combined information from
different time periods in the development of their respective BR calculations. Both parties
provide a reasonable basis for their methodologies, even though neither can be categorically
demonstrated as reflecting the precise manner in which investors estimate future growth. As a
result, while we do not endorse either party's methodology, we find no compelling reasons to
reject either party's BR calculation in this docket.
Staff also contends that the Commission should reject Dr. Zepp's VS growth rate. Staff
states that Dr. Zepp simply relied on a VS estimate from another docket whose evidence is not in
the record. We agree that, in his testimony, Dr. Zepp referred to Mr. Thornton's estimate in
UM 903 of a 1.0 percent VS growth rate for LOCs. NW Natural correctly points out, however,
that Dr. Zepp also prepared his own VS forecast of 0.97 percent for the comparable companies
and 0.86 percent for NW Natural.
Both Staff and NWIGU also express skepticism of Dr. Zepp's so-called Z factor as a
measure of earnings growth when EPS growth exceeds OPS growth. Both parties contend that
the Z factor lacks theoretical support or explanation. NW Natural admits that the Z factor is a
new concept, but contends that it is well supported in the record and should be adopted. We
reject Dr. Zepp's proposed Z factor. At hearing, Dr. Zepp admitted that there was not an actual
formula for the Z factor, and he has failed to provide persuasive evidence that EPS growth that
exceeds OPS growth will lead to higher sustainable growth. We also note that the Z factor is not
17
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a traditional component of the DCF equation and, to our knowledge, has not been considered or
approved by any other regulatory commission.
NWNatural also challenges Mr. Thornton's long term growth projections. The company
points out that, while academic literature strongly supports the use of forward·looking forecasts
to estimate future growth, Mr. Thornton relied almost exclusively on historic measures.
NWNatural contends that this backward·looking approach produced particularly unreasonable
results, given the predicted increase in retention ratios ofNWNatural and the comparable LDCs.
While retention ratios are expected to increase to 42 percent in the future, Mr. Thornton relied on
historic ratios for the sample of gas LDCs of just 20 to 25 percent.
We agree that forward·looking projections should be used if available. There is evidence
in this record that forecasts of earnings growth provide superior estimates of DCF growth than
historical measures, such as past BR, EPS, or DPS growth. This higher performance is likely
due to the fact that, while all estimates rely on past data, forward·looking estimates use a larger
amount of past data and adjust for abnormalities that are not considered relevant for future
growth. We conclude that, in this docket, Staff has failed to demonstrate that historic growth
rates are representative of future growth and accordingly, give more weight to Mr. Thornton's
sensitivity analysis based on broader proxies.
2.

CAPM Estimates

Under CAPM, the required rate of return on common equity is the sum of a risk free rate
and a risk premium component adjusted to reflect the systematic risk of the security. Again, the
parties dispute the proper source of information and various calculations used to obtain these
input assumptions. Before turning to those arguments, however, we must first address
Dr. Zepp's challenge to the CAPM methodology.
Dr. Zepp offers three cost of equity estimates under his CAPM analysis, although his first
two employed nontraditional methodologies. His primary estimate is based on a "DCF minus
Risk·Free Rate" method, while his first alternative estimate uses an "Authorized ROE minus
Risk·Free Rate" method. Neither method uses a beta to measure the systematic risk. Dr. Zepp
recommends the use of these nontraditional methods due to his belief that the CAPM formula
cannot reliably project the specific required common equity returns for individual companies.
This Commission has relied on the CAPM as an appropriate method for estimating a
utility's cost of common equity for over 20 years. The CAPM, developed byNobel Prize
winning economists Markowitz and Sharpe, is widely advocated in corporate finance textbooks
and is often used by other regulatory commissions in cost of capital proceedings. In recent cases
here in Oregon, some utilities have argued against its use on the same grounds presented by
Dr. Zepp in this proceeding. We have consistently rejected these arguments, concluding that the
CAPM remains a viable method for determining cost of equity. See, e.g., OrderNo. 97·171.
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We acknowledge the growing concerns raised that the CAPM methodology produces
unreliable estimates. Interestingly, one of the common arguments against the use of the CAPM
is that it overstates the cost of common equity. See e.g., Pacific Power, d.b.a. Utah Power &
light, 192 PUR 4th 289 (1999); Re Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., 178 PUR 4°' 82.
Nothing presented in this docket, however, convinces us that the CAPM methodology should be
rejected. We continue to believe that CAPM analyses provide a useful and reliable addition to
the DCF results for determining cost of equity. Of course, as with other financial models, we
must review the results carefully before concluding that they should be adopted.
In addition, we reject Dr. Zepp's alternative CAPM methodologies. In his "DCF minus
Risk-Free Rate" analysis, Dr. Zepp relied on stock prices that were averaged over a one-year
period. As stated above, however, current stock prices, not historical averages, reflect the
fundamental economic value of the security. Dr. Zepp's analysis based on averaged stock prices,
therefore, is inconsistent with the efficient markets hypothesis. Moreover, both Staff and
NWIGU identified numerous errors in Dr. Zepp's calculations. We conclude that Dr. Zepp's
"DCF minus Risk-Free Rate" method fails to con'ect for changing industry risk over time and
adds no information that is not already presented in a properly performed DCF analysis.
Dr. Zepp's second alternative CAPM analysis relies on authorized ROEs from other
jurisdictions to develop a series of what he terms authorized risk premia. We find this
"Authorized ROE minus Risk-Free Rate" method to be inappropriate for two primary reasons.
First, financial markets, not regulatory decisions, set a utility's cost of equity. Second, the ROE
authorized by a commission is just one component in setting rates and is commonly tied to other,
unknown elements in a rate case. Therefore, we are reluctant to base an ROE for NW Natural on
unknowable parameters from other cases, set in other jurisdictions and different capital market
conditions.
a.

Risk-Free Rate

Dr. Zepp uses a Value Line interest rate forecast of long-term U.S. Treasury securities for
a risk-free rate. Staff disagrees with Dr. Zepp's recommendation for three reasons. First, it
argues that the Commission should use a risk-free rate based on published market data, not
forecasts. Second, Staff contends that U.S. Treasury rates with five to ten years' maturity should
be used, not long-term treasuries. Finally, Staff states that, if the Commission decides to use a
long-term bond yield to detelmine a risk-free rate, it must subtract the liquidity risk premium.
In prior dockets, we have stated a preference for the use of financial market data to
determine risk-free rates. Published rates, as determined by capital markets, are objective,
verifiable, and readily available. Moreover, we agree with Staff that Dr. Zepp's risk-free rate has
a liquidity premium that should be extracted. As described in Brealey and Myers' book,
Principles o/Corporate Finance:
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The risk-free rate could be defined as a long-term Treasury bond yield. If you
do this, however, you should subtract the risk premium of Treasury bonds over
bills[.] This figure could be in turn be used as an expected average future Ifin
the capital asset pricing model.
For these reasons, we find that Mr. Thornton's risk-free rate is more appropriate. Before
adopting it in this proceeding, however, we conclude it should be updated to reflect current
information. We take official notice that the spot rates for five-, seven-, and ten-year
U.S. Treasury securities, as reported in the October 19, 1999 edition of the Wall Street Journal,
averaged 6.37 percent.' We agree with Mr. Thornton that this average rate should be adjusted
downwards to be consistent with the average rate base NW Natural proposed in this case. After
adjustment, we calculate the risk-free rate to be 6.3 percent.
b. Beta

Staff and NW Natural disagree on the appropriate measure of systematic risk.
NW Natural favors the use of betas estimated by Value Line. It contends that Value Line betas
should be used because they are widely circulated in the investment community and more likely
to be used in setting stock prices. Staff recommends the Fisher-Kamin technique to estimate
betas. It notes that the Commission has consistently relied on the Fisher-Kamin methodology in
prior cases.
We note NW Natural's criticisms of the Fisher-Kamin betas, but find them unpersuasive.
Although Value Line betas are widely available, this record does not include the data and
methods used to derive them. Consequently, we are unable to determine the validity of the
underlying Value Line methodology. Furthermore, we question Value Line's adjustment of its
raw betas towards 1.02, a point slightly higher than the average risk security. It is undisputed
that LDC's securities are less risky than the average stock. Moreover, the LDC sample average
beta has not gravitated towards 1.0 over time. In fact, the beta estimates presented in
NW Natural's last general rate case were higher than more recent estimates.
For these reasons, we adopt Mr. Thornton's beta estimates. The Fisher-Kamin technique
assumes that betas can change over time, assigns more weight to recent data, and incorporates
statistical corrections to improve efficiency. In addition, while all beta estimates contain large
forecasting errors, mean square error studies show that forecast error is reduced for LDCs when
raw betas are adjusted to the industry average. Because we want to use the best information
available, we find Fisher-Kamin beta estimates, adjusted toward the industry average, to be
appropriate for use in our CAPM calculations.

l The individual rates were 6.28 percent, 6.39 percent, and 6.44 percent. Pursuant to OAR 860-014-0050(2), a party
may object to a fact offiCially noticed within 15 days ofthe date ofthis order.
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Market Risk Premium

In his traditional CAPM analysis, Dr. Zepp uses an arithmetic approach to market risk
premia. His estimates are the arithmetic difference between annual stock returns and annual
bond returns. In past rate cases, however, we have concluded that the arithmetic average of data
is proper only if the assumed holding period is the same length of the data frequency. See, e.g.,
OrderNo. 94-336. Because Dr. Zepp has assumed differing holding periods through his choice
of a risk-free rate and betas, his CAPM analysis is inconsistent and biased upward.
We conclude that Mr. Thornton's mix of arithmetic and geometric averaging to calculate
the market risk premium is more reasonable than the arithmetic average proposed by Dr. Zepp.
Moreover, we favor Mr. Thornton's use of theNYSEIAMEXJNASDAQ, as opposed to the
S&P 500 index used by Dr. Zepp, to model the theoretical portfolio of all risky securities. We
conclude that the broader index is a better proxy for the theoretical portfolio of all risky assets in
estimating the market risk premium.
We do not, however, adopt Mr. Thornton's market risk premium estimates as filed.
NWNatural contends that Mr. Thornton's estimates should be adjusted upward for two reasons.
First, it argues that Mr. Thornton failed to acknowledge the inverse relationship between interest
rates/inflation and market risk premiums. Citing academic studies, NWNatural contends that, at
times of low interest rates and low inflation, market risk premiums are higher than the historical
average premiums. Second, the company argues that an incorrect algorithm in the CAPM
computer program used by Mr. Thornton understates the expected returns of all securities with a
beta larger than zero. NWNatural explains that, rather than subtracting the holding period risk
free return from the holding period market return to derive a holding period market premium,
Mr. Thornton's program computes the market risk premium as a ratio of the holding period
market return and risk-free return. NWNatural takes the position that the CAPM theory requires
that subtraction, not division, be used.
We agree withNWNatural that Mr. Thornton's risk premium estimates should be
adjusted to reflect the inverse relationship between equity returns and interest rates. As
NWNatural points out, another member of Staff acknowledged this relationship in a prior rate
proceeding:
Q: Is there a reason to believe that the current market-risk premium could be
significantly different from the long-run average market-risk premium?
A: Yes. The theory suggests that relatively high inflation narrows the risk spread
between stocks and bonds and that relatively low inflation widens the spread. This is
because the risk of inflation affects common stocks and bonds differently. Stock prices
are hurt during inflationary periods because of rising common equity cost rates, but
stockholders are not necessarily hurt by inflation, on balance. The reason is that stocks
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tend to benefit from inflation because companies can raise the prices of their products.
Bond prices, on the other hand, can only go down during inflationary periods. This is
because increases in the rate of inflation lead to higher interest rates. Bond prices and
interest rates are inversely related; i.e., when interest rates rise, bond prices fall. In
general then, the market-risk premium will be below average when inflation is relatively
high and above average when inflation is relatively low, in keeping with the changing
relative risk of stocks and bonds. Testimony of Philip Nyegaard, Docket UT 85.
Given the recent decline in interest rates, and the low level of inflation, we agree with
NW Natural that current market risk premia are higher than the historical average premia used by
Mr. Thornton is his analysis. While difficult to quantify the appropriate adjustment to reflect this
inverse relationship, we conclude that, for purposes of this docket, Mr. Thornton's market risk
premium estimates should be increased by 15 0 basis points.
We are reluctant, however, to further adjust Mr. Thornton's estimates due to the alleged
enor in his CAPM computer program. As Staff notes, NW Natural first raised this assertion in
post-hearing briefs. Given the timing of the argument, there has been insufficient time to fully
explore this matter and make an independent determination of whether such an error exists.
Moreover, the fact that Dr. Zepp wrote the program code that NW Natural now alleges to be
faulty places a greater emphasis on the need for a careful and objective analysis.
3.

Inflation-Adjusted Risk Premium Estimate

The risk premium method is commonly used to estimate the cost of equity by analyzing
the historic difference between the cost of equity and the cost of debt. Mr. Rothschild uses a
modified risk premium analysis, however. He believes that a reasonable estimate of
NW Natural's cost of equity may be obtained by adding the historic inflation premium to
investors' current expectation for inflation. Under this approach, Mr. Rothschild first estimates
the expected rate of inflation to be 2.0 percent, then adds a 6.6 to 7.2 percent historic return on
common stocks net of inflation to get a "inflation risk premium cost of equity for a company of
average risk."
We decline to accept Mr. Rothschild's risk premium analysis. We find his method to be
unconventional. Mr. Rothschild did not demonstrate to us that his methodology is properly
based on any accepted regulatory principles, nor is it apparent that any other regulatory
commission has previously employed this methodology. As was the case for Dr. Zepp's
Z factor, we are not persuaded that this Commission should be the first regulators to accept sucll
a methodology.
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4. Comparison to other Authorized ROEs

NW Natural contends that, in setting a target ROE in this proceeding, this Commission
should rely on recent common equity return decisions made in other jurisdictions. We disagree.
As Staff and NWIGU point out, there is frequently a substantial lag between the time evidence is
prepared in a rate case and when a decision is finally rendered. Because interest rates have been
steadily declining during the past several years, the failure to account for the regulatory lag could
result in an overstatement of cost of capital. Moreover, as noted above, the authorized ROE is
just one component of setting rates and is often tied to other, unknown elements in a rate case.
Therefore, while other ROE determinations may provide evidence to confirm a decision, we are
reluctant to base an award for NW Natural on unknowable parameters from other cases, set in
other jurisdictions and different capital market conditions.
Commission Resolution

We begin with the range of rates of return on common equity offered by each of the
parties. For the reasons stated above, we discard Dr. Zepp's DCF estimates based on outdated
stock prices and his CAPM recommendations, Mr. Thornton's DCF calculations using historic
growth rates, and Mr. Rothschild's Inflation-Adjusted Risk Premium analysis. We also reject
Mr. Rothschild's simple DCF results in favor of his complex DCF analysis. We agree with Staff
and NW Natural that a multi-stage DCF improves on the implicit assumption in the single-stage
DCF that dividends grow indefinitely at the same rate.
Accordingly, under our DCF analysis, we consider Dr. Zepp's updated DCF results using
Staffs dividend yield, but recalculate it to eliminate the Z factor. Approximating his methodology,
we conclude that Dr. Zepp's DCF derived cost of equity is, as recalculated, 1 1.3 percent for the
industry and 1 1 .2 percent for NW Natural, with a mid-point of 1 1 .25 percent. With this estimate,
we include for consideration Mr. Thornton's DCF sensitivity estimate of 1 0 percent based on
economy-wide forecasts, and Mr. Rothschild's complex DCF range of 9.3 to 9.4 percent, with a
mid-point o f 9. 3 5 percent. This gives us a DCF produced range of9.35 to 1 1 .25 percent, with a
mid-point of 1 0.3 percent.
As discussed above, we consider only Mr. Thornton's CAPM analysis, as recalculated to
reflect an updated risk-free rate (6.3 percent) and adjusted market risk premium (8.5 percent).
His CAPM result, as recalculated, rounds to 1 0.2 percent.4
In prior rate cases, this Commission has averaged the DCF and the CAPM results to
estimate a reasonable cost of common equity. The DCF analyses adopted above yield a result of
10.3 percent. The CAPM analysis yields a result of 1 0.2 percent. Following our practice of
averaging these results, we calculate a cost of common equity of 1 0.25 percent. We will adopt
, 10.21 percent

=

6.3 percent + (0.46 x 8.5 percent).
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this average of 10.25 percent as an appropriate and reasonable cost of equity for NW Natural.
Evidence shows that this award will allow NW Natural to maintain a reasonable financial
structure and attract capital at a reasonable cost. Moreover, it is consistent with the downward
trend of ROEs authorized by other regulatory commissions. As noted by Staff in its reply brief,
the Nevada Commission recently established a return on equity of 9.85 percent for an electric
utility which, like NW Natural, is engaged only in distribution. See Sierra Pacific Power
Company, Docket No. 99-4001, issued September 23, 1999.
Using this figure in connection with other capital costs and the company's capital
structure yields a rate of return for NW Natural of 8.91 percent.
Capital Component

Long-term Debt
Preferred Stock
Common Equity
Total

Ratio

Cost

47.51 %
4.78 %
47.71 %
1 00.00 %

7.75 %
7.06 %
1 0.25 %

Weighted Cost

3.68 %
0.34 %
4.89 %
8.91 %

ISSUE S-OO: POSTAGE
Summary of Issue

Staff and NW Natural disagree on whether the 1 998 test year should be adjusted to
include a postage adjustment of $34,000. The proposed adjustment reflects the one-cent increase
in postage rates that took effect in early Januruy 1999.
Positions of the Parties

In its filing, NW Natural restated 1 998 test year postage expense by multiplying the test
year's mail count by the new postal rate ordered by the U. S. Postal Commission on July 28,
1 998, effective in 1 999. Because the postage adjustment reflects a federally imposed rate
increase of a known atnount, NW Natural contends that it is a reasonable pro forma adjustment
of test period costs.
Staff disputes NW Natural's proposed postage adjustment. It contends that adjustments
outside the test period should only be made for costs that represent extraordinary and material
changes that will be of an ongoing nature. While acknowledging that one-cent increase in
postage rates is an ongoing nature, Staff argues that it is clearly not extraordinary or material.
Commission Resolution

The Commission agrees with Staff that no such adjustment should be made. To preserve
the integrity of the 1998 test period, NW Natural should not be permitted to identify and adjust
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for normal cost increases occurring after the test period, especially if such cost increases are
immaterial.
ISSUE S-I: DEMAND CHARGE
Summary of Issue

Staff and NW Natural disagree whether test period revenues should be reduced by
$ 1 .46 million to reflect the "demand charge recalculation" that takes place in Purchased Gas
Adjustment (PGA) tracking filings. The pipeline demand charge recalculation resets the demand
charge increment in each PGA filing based on more recent therms.
Positions of the Parties

In its filing, NW Natural proposed a $ 1 .46 million reduction in operating revenues to
reflect the fact that pipeline demand charges-and the per therm rate increment related to the
recovery of demand charges-are reset each December I in the PGA filing. The company
asserts that, when current demand charges are recalculated using updated therm infonnation, the
demand charge increment is reduced. As a result, NW Natural contends that its test period
revenues, which do not reflect the lower demand charge rate increment, are overstated.
Staff disputes NW Natural's proposed reduction in operating revenues. It acknowledges
that the rate increment related to demand charges might decrease (or increase) in a PGA filing
from the prior year. Staff contends, however, that such changes are not relevant for purposes of
setting a revenue requirement for NW Natural in this rate case. The issue, Staff contends, is
whether the test period results are representative of expected results for establishing base rates.
After an analysis of historical normalized results, Stafffound that NW Natural's recovery
of demand charges on an annual basis has exceeded actual demand charges by $2.4 million to
$3.9 million every year for the past four years. As for the test period, Staff found that demand
charge revenues exceed demand charges by $1.99 million. This over-recovery occurs primarily
due to load growth. The PGA filing resets demand charges each fall by using normalized therms
for the 12 months ending the preceding June 30. Thus, any demand charge increment is in effect
from six to 1 7 months after the date for volumes used to calculate this increment. Due to this
lag, NW Natural will over-recover its demand charges by the amount of its load growth from
June 30 to the following December through November period when the rate increment is in
effect.
Staff argues that the Commission should recognize this systematic over-recovery of
annual demand charges in setting base rates. It takes the position that NW Natural's excess
recovery of demand charges is a persistent, ongoing occurrence. Because it believes that
NW Natural's future over-recovery will probably be at least $2 million annually, Staff contends
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that test period results are representative for rate setting purposes and that the Commission
should reject the company's proposal adjustment.
In response, NW Natural challenges Staff's claim that the company will always over
recover its demand charges. NW Natural states that, under existing PGA policies, it bears the
risk of under-recovering demand charges if normalized sales do not occur due to warm weather
or customer losses. It contends that this risk is legitimate, noting that weather has been warmer
than normal in nine of the past I I years. Had Staffs proposal been in effect, NW Natural alleges
that it would have failed to recover demand charges in three of the past four years due to warm
weather. Thus, it argues that Staffs adjustment effectively modifies the PGA mechanism to
NW Natural's disadvantage by eliminating the reward of possible over-recovery due to load
growth, while leaving the risk of under-recovery due to warm weather.
NW Natural also contends that Staffs demand charge recalculation adjustment is an
impermissible forward-looking adjustment to an historical test year. It states that the over
collected demand charges that Staff proposes to include in test period revenues would actually
occur, if at all, after December 3 1 , 1 998. Thus, Staffs adjustment fails the basic ratemaking
principle that a utility's gross revenues should be determined in the chosen test period.
NW Natural contends that Staff s proposal to recognize future revenues related to growth is
arbitrary, because it ignores future costs due to growth.
Commission Resolution

As noted by NW Natural, Oregon's treatment of recovery of demand charges is unique.
Most jurisdictions allow LDCs to recover pipeline demand charges actually incurred. In
testimony, NW Natural noted that the Commission could implement a similar 100 percent PGA
deferral mechanism for demand charges, thereby resolving this issue. In briefs, Staff supports
such a modification and, as an alternative argument, recommends the Commission modifY the
PGA process to allow NW Natural to recover no more and no less than 1 00 percent of its demand
charges.
After review, we support the alternative recommendation. A 100 percent recovery
mechanism eliminates the weather-related risk for both NW Natural and customers inherent in
the PGA mechanism. The company would not risk under-collecting demand charges in warm
weather, and customers would not risk over-paying demand charges in cold weather. For
purposes of this proceeding, it would eliminate the normalized over-recovery of demand charges
that is built into the PGA, thus alleviating the need to adjust for the over-recovery in base rates.
Accordingly, the Commission adopts a 100 percent demand charge recovery mechanism
for NW Natural. Following this proceeding, NW Natural shall file revised tariffs that specify
100 percent recovery of demand charges, calculated using the actual demand charges and actual
therms sold during the period covered by the PGA filing. In this proceeding, test year revenues
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should be reduced by $ 1 .99 million in order to set NW Natural's test period demand charge
related revenues equal to demand charges.
ISSUE S-7: ADVERTISING EXPENSE
Summary of Issue

To determine the allowable advertising expense level that should be included in the test
period, Staff and NW agree that the Commission should apply the criteria set forth in a 1 992
stipulation between the parties. The parties, however, dispute the interpretation and application
of that stipulation. NW Natural seeks $ 1 ,345,000 in total allowable advertising expenses. Staff
believes that only $265,132 should be allowed.
Stipulation

Staff and NW Natural also contested the advertising expense issue in the company's last
general rate case, docket UG 8 1 . There, the Commission applied the adveliising guidelines set
forth in administrative rules. Those guidelines, now set forth in OAR 860-026-0022, establish
presumptions of reasonableness of advertising expenses in utility rate cases. Utility adveliising
is divided into five categories that are treated differently for ratemaking purposes:
Category A - Energy efficiency or conservation advertising expenses not related
to a Commission approved program, utility service and information adveliising
expense. These expenses are presumed reasonable up to 0.125% of gross
operating revenues.
Category B - Legally mandated advertising expense. These expenses are
presumed reasonable.
Category C - Institutional and promotional advertising expenses, and any other
not fitting in other categories. These expenses carry no presumption. The utility
is required to show such expenses are j ust and reasonable.
Category 0 Political and non-utility advertising expenses. These expenses are
presumed to be not reasonable
-

Category E - Energy efficiency or conservation advertising expense related to a
Commission-approved program. Thesc expenses may be capitalized.
In UG 8 1 , NW Natural sought total recovery of $ I ,041 ,000 in rates for advertising
expenses. Applying the guidelines, this Commission permitted total recovery of $387,000. It
allowed recovery of $370,000 in Category A advertising, and $1 7,000 in Category B advertising,
27
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but no recovery of any Category C advertising. See In the Matter of Revised TariffSchedules
filed by NW Natural Gas Companyfor a General Rate Increase, Order No. 89-1 372. In a
conculTing opinion, however, Commissioner Ryles expressed concern about the existing
advertising policies. She noted that the administrative rules make no allowance for the size of
the utility, the service it provides, or its position in the industry. Because she believed that these
factors may affect the reasonableness of a utility's level of advertising, she asked the parties to
explore the possibility of making the rules more reflective of cUlTent marketplace realities.
Following the conclusion of UG 8 1 and in response to the comments of Commissioner
Ryles, NW Natural and Staff began negotiations regarding advertising expense recovery. On
April 16, 1992, the parties entered an advertising stipulation to be used in NW Natural's next
general rate proceeding. The relevant provisions of that stipulation provide:
Article II.

Categories A and C Advertising Allowance

2.0
For the purpose stated in Article I of this stipulation, NNG and Staff
agree to a combined allowance for Categories "A" and "c" advertising equal to
the product of (1) the calculation ofNNG's UG 8 1 allowance per NNG customer
times (2) the total number of serviceable Oregon residential households.
2.1
The first multiplicand referenced in paragraph 2.0 of this Stipulation is
calculated by multiplying NNG's Gross Retail Operating Revenue determined in
UG 8 1 times one eighth of one percent (the UG 8 1 allowance), and dividing the
UG 8 1 allowance by total Oregon Residential Customers established in UG 8 1 .
This calculation equals $ 1 .44 per customer and i s shown on Appendix A
attached.
2.2
The second multiplicand referenced in paragraph 2 of this Stipulation will
be calculated based on a reasonable estimate of serviceable households in NNG's
Oregon Service territory. This estimate will be based on the assumption that a
maximum o f 8 0 percent of households are attainable in any given service area. A
sample of this calculation is shown on Appendix B, attached to this Stipulation
and incorporated herein by this reference.
2.3
The advertising allowance calculated pursuant to this Article is an
advertising allowance for NNG's Oregon telTitory, and shall not be reduced by a
state split between NNG's Oregon and Washington service telTitory.
ARTICLE III:

Advertising Content

3.0
As a condition of recovering the allowance calculated pursuant to Article
II of this Stipulation, NNG must demonstrate that advertising expenses
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exceeding the UG 8 1 allowance meet the following criteria: (a) the primary
message conveyed by each advertising program promotes energy efficiency; and
(b) the information conveyed by each advertising program is useful to the
consuming public by conveying accurate price or service information. Upon a
reasonable showing by company that the advertisement provides useful
information other than energy efficiency to the public, Staff will agree to waive
the requirement of the first criterion.
3.1
Staff and company agree that the advertising content criteria established
in paragraph 3.0 of this Stipulation replace the "specific ratepayer benefits" and
the Order No. 87-406 "monetary benefits" tests referenced by the Commission in
Order No. 89-1 372. Specifically, Staff and company agree that if company
demonstrates that advertising expenses exceeding the UG 8 1 allowance were for
advertising programs meeting the tests established in 3 .0, then NNG will not be
required to also satisfy the "specific ratepayer benefit" test or the "monetary
benefits" test.
Positions of the Parties

NW Natural seeks inclusion of $ I ,041,000 in rates as allowable advertising. The
company contends that this amount represents the advertising allowance calculated pursuant to
the provisions of the stipulation set forth above. Based on a review of the company's test period
advertising, Staff believes that only 20 percent ofthe advertising expense ($256,1 32) meets the
stipulation criteria and should be included in rates.
The first disagreement between the parties arises from differing interpretations of
paragraphs 2.0 and 3.0 in the stipulation. NW Natural contends that the stipulation provides for a
combined allowance for Category A and C expenses, and that this allowance is calculated as
follows:
$ 1 .44
(UG 8 1 allowance/customer)

x

799,760
(80% of serviceable households)

=

$ 1 . 1 5 million

To recover the full amount of that allowance, NW Natural reads the stipulation to require
the company to demonstrate that expenses exceeding the UG 8 1 allowance meet specific content
criteria set forth in paragraph 3 .0. Therefore, NW Natural interprets that stipulation as allowing a
maximum advertising expense of $ 1 . 5 1 million, and a minimum expense of $350,000, the UG 8 1
allowance.' It does acknowledge, however, that if, as i n this case, the company seeks an
S This figure is taken from an appendix to the stipulation in UG 8 1 , not the actual allowance awarded by the
Commission in the prior rate case. In Order No. 89-1 372, the Commission allowed NW Natural to recover in rates
$370,000 in Category A advertiSing. That figure was derived by multiplying 0. 125% by NW Natural's adjusted
total operating revenues reported in docket UG 55 ($296,29 1,000). In the 1992 stipUlation, the parties calculated
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allowance above the $350,000 floor, it is appropriate to review all the advertisements. In other
words, NW Natural cannot first request automatic recovery of $350,000, then ask the
Commission to examine selected advertising for recovery above and beyond the $350,000
minimum.
Staff agrees with NW Natural's calculation of a maximum combined allowance of
$ 1 .5 I million for Category A and C advertising expenses. It also agrees that the stipulation
establishes a minimum advertising allowance of$350,000. However, Staff states that very little
ofNW Natural's advertising can be categorized as allowable Category A expenses. Thus, it
applies the content criteria to all advertising submitted and concluded that only 20 percent, or
$265,132 should be allowed under the stipulation. It explains:
Staff believes that just about all ofNW Natural's advertising is primarily
promotional or institutional (Category C). OAR 860-026-0022 does not provide
an allowance for Category C advertising in rates. Since staff agreed that
Categories A and C advertising that meet the advertising content criteria should
be allowable up to the stipulation allowance, staff applied the criteria to all
advertising submitted by NW Natural in support of the company's UO 132 test
period expenses. All advertising expenses that either met the OAR 860-0260022(2)(a) Category A advertising definition or met the stipUlation criteria are
included in the $265,1 32, which Staff recommends is a reasonable UO 132
advertising expense level. Staff/1400, Kittilsonll -2 (citations omitted).
Staff apparently believes that the $350,000 minimum allowance applies only to Category A
advertising, and that the company must meet the content criteria for all Category C advertising.
The second area of dispute between the parties centers on the application of the content
criteria. NW Natural contends that an objective evaluation of all of the 1 998 test year
advertisements shows that expenses totaling $ 1 . 1 7 million-a figure in excess of the maximum
allowable amount-meet the content criteria of the stipulation. Its analysis and
recommendations primarily rely on the spirit of the 1992 stipulation, as defined by the comments
of Commissioner Ryles. NW Natural contends that, in her concurring opinion, Commission
Ryles acknowledged that gas utilities, unlike electric utilities, are providers of a "fuel of choice,"
and that the existing advertising rules did not provide sufficient flexibility to meet the different
needs that gas utilities have in gaining and maintaining customers. Because the use of natural
gas in homes and businesses is a choice, NW Natural argues that its advertising messages must
focus on establishing its company name, reputation and service, and promote the many uses of
natural gas.
the "UG 8 1 allowance" by mUltiplying 0 . 1 25% by the gross retail operating revenues reported in UG 8 1
($279,87 1 ,000). The lower UG 8 1 operating revenues explains the difference between the $370,000 allowed in
Order No. 89-1372 and the $350,000 figure used as the "UG 8 1 allowance" in the stipulation.
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NW Natural believes that Staff s analysis is unnecessarily restrictive and its standards
were applied inconsistently. For example, NW Natural notes that, while the criteria listed in (a)
of paragraph 3 .0 only requires the primary message to promote energy efficiency, Staff
concluded that an advertisement could meet this requirement only if it used the words "high
efficiency natural gas appliances." NW Natural believes that, in interpreting the phrase "promote
energy efficiency," the Commission should use the definition set forth in OAR 860-026-0005(4),
which states that energy efficiency "means any installation or action intended to reduce the
amount of energy required to achieve a given purpose." Therefore, NW Natural contends that
advertising that generally promotes the use of natural gas over other less efficient energy sources
for a given purpose serves to promote overall energy efficiency.
Moreover, NW Natural argues that Staff s interpretation and application of the content
criteria is contraty to the spirit of the stipulation. While the stipulation was intended to provide
NW Natural with a greater oppOliunity to recover adveliising expenses than it did in UO 8 1 ,
Staff proposes that the company recover $ 1 22,000 less in allowed adveltising expenses than the
company actually received ten years ago.
Staff responds that a majority ofNW Natural's adveliisements focus on promoting
increased use of gas and the company's corporate image without providing specific infornlation
on prices or services that would be useful to customers. Others promote gas equipment and
appliances, such as fireplaces, dryers, ranges, barbecues, and patio heaters, with no focus on
promotion of energy efficient equipment. After its review, it concludes that advertising expense
levels should be reduced by $ 1 .08 million to account for the adveltisements that do not meet the
content criteria, resulting in an allowance of $265,1 32.
Staff disputes NW Natural's argument that the phrase "promotes energy efficiency"
should be interpreted broadly to apply to all promotion of natural gas use over less efficient
energy sources for any given purpose. It believes that a 199 1 ODOE/OPUC Fuel Switching
Analysis report, published during the time period that the parties were negotiating the advertising
stipulation, refutes NW Natural's interpretation. That report examined the effects of using
natural gas instead of electricity for residential space and water heating. That report states, in
part:
Any fuel switching actions must be in conjunction with programs to encourage
energy efficiency * * * LDCs should be encouraged to propose fuel switching
programs which may include the following or reasonable alternatives: Rebates,
customer financing, and/or dealer incentive programs for converting worn-out or
marginal electric water heaters to high-efficiency natural gas water heaters [and]
for converting forced-air electric space heating customers to high-efficiency
natural gas space heating systems. (Emphasis added).
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Relying on the italicized language above, Staff believes that any promotion of fuel
switching by gas companies necessarily requires high efficiency equipment and that any utility
seeking rate recovery for such promotion would be required to provide a rigorous analysis of the
economics of the activities for each end use. Staff notes that NW Natural has obtained
Commission approval of fuel switching programs involving high efficiency gas water heaters and
furnaces. For this reason, Staff believes that the company's advertising to promote the use of
high efficiency gas water heaters and furnaces should be allowable up to a reasonable level in
rates. However, Staff further believes that the company would need to obtain the Commission's
approval for promoting other appliances and equipment, such as fireplaces, patio heaters, and
barbecues, before advertising expenses related to those items should be included in rates.
Staffalso challenges NW Natural's assertion that its advertising provides useful
information to the public in general, and that its advertising should focus on the company's
name, reputation, service, and the various uses of natural gas. Staff believes that NW Natural's
argument is contrary to the specific language of the stipulation, which requires the advertising to
convey "accurate price and service information."
Commission Resolution

Both parties support the use of the UO 81 stipulation in this rate case. That stipulation,
however, is not binding on the Commission. A threshold question, therefore, is whether we
should adopt the stipulation for use in determining NW Natural's recovery of advertising
expenses in this docket.
NW Natural believes that the Commission should interpret and apply the principles of the
stipulation for three primary reasons. First, NW Natural notes that the stipulation has the support
of both Staff and the company, both of whom assumed that the stipulation would govern
NW Natural's advertising expense recovery in this rate case. Second, NW Natural points out that
the parties have acted in accordance with the terms of the stipulation during the past six years,
such as the company's filing of semi-annual advertising reports with Staff. Finally, NW Natural
argues that the stipulation was intended to address the concerns raised by Commissioner Ryles
suggesting a different method be used to determine the appropriate amount of advertising
allowance for a gas utility.
We acknowledge the parties' efforts in preparing and carrying out the terms of the
stipulation. This issue was highly disputed in NW Natural's last rate case, and the parties are
commended for their attempt to clarify the ratemaking treatment of advertising expenses, as well
as address the concerns raised by Commissioner Ryles. Despite these efforts, however, the
extensive amount of testimony and argument presented here on this issue leads us to the
inescapable conclusion that the stipulation has not accomplished its intended purposes. Because
many of the provisions are ambiguous and poorly worded, the two stipUlating parties disagree on
such basic matters as the minimum amount of recovery allowed under the stipulation. Similarly,
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the content criteria standards are not defined and, as indicated by the parties' arguments, are
subject to various interpretations. Furthermore, the stipulation did not address and clarify other
disputed matters relating to advertising expense, such as establishing clear definitions to
determine whether advertising is properly classified as Category A or Category C. The parties
apparently acknowledge these difficulties, as neither believes that the stipulation should be used
in future cases.
Under the circumstances, we do not believe it would be prudent to enforce the disputed
stipulation. Accordingly, for the reasons stated above, we reject the stipulation and determine
NW Natural's advertising allowance based on the guidelines set forth in OAR 860-026-0022(3).
Under these guidelines, the company's allowable advertising expense for Category A advetiising
are presumed reasonable up to 0 . 1 25% of its gross operating revenues. Because expenses for
Category C advertising carry no reasonableness presumption, NW Natural must prove all
expenditures to be just and reasonable for recovery in rates. The allowable expense for Category C
advertising is determined under the traditional ratepayer benefits test. See Order No. 89-1 372 at 6.
NW Natural submitted an extensive amount of information regarding its actual
advertising expenditures and related materials that is sufficient for our review under OAR 860026-0022. After our evaluation, we conclude that, for purposes of this docket, NW Natural is
entitled to the full presumptive amount of expenses for Category A advertising, which amounts
to $536,690. We do not believe, however, that the company has established that any of its
expenditures for Category C advertising provide recognizable benefits to ratepayers.
In reaching this decision, we acknowledge that our conclusion does not address the
comments expressed by Commissioner Ryles about the limitations and difficulties that gas
utilities face in recovering advertising expenditures from customers. NW Natural has suggested
that we consider initiating a rulemaking docket to modify the existing rule to establish clear and
obj ective criteria for assessing advertising expenses for both gas and electric utilities. We
decline NW Natural's proposal at this time, noting the demands on this agency related to the
mandatory restructuring of the electric industry pursuant to SB 1 149. Moreover, the recovery of
advertising expenses may be addressed during that process andmay include consideration of the
issues raised by Commissioner Ryles.
ISSUE S-9: SALES AND MARKETING
Summary of Issue

In this issue, Staff and NW Natural disagree over two expense categories: customer
service and marketing. NW Natural seeks recovery of $4.6 million" in customer service expense,
and $2.3 million in nonpromotional sales and marketing expense. Staff proposes the
•

This figure does not include the $ 1 .39 million related to uncontested conservation expenses included in
Account 908 in the original filing.
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Commission disallow half, $2.3 million, of the customer service request, and all of the sales and
marketing request, for a combined disallowance of$5.3 million. We address each expense
category separately.
Background

To fully understand the parties' arguments, it is necessary to start with a preliminary
discussion about accounting. In its opening testimony, Staff reported that NW Natural had
recorded $7.6 million in FERC Accounts 9 1 1 , 9 12, and 9 1 6, which Staff considers to be reserved
for promotional expenses only. Staff initially proposed 1 00% disallowance of the expenses
recorded in these accounts because Staff considered them to be "promotional" by definition.
NW Natural does not believe the FERC Accounts to be as restrictive as it has recorded
promotional expenses, as well as customer service expenses in FERC accounts 9 1 1 , 9 1 2 and 9 1 6
for a number o f years. NW Natural ' states that it did this for two reasons. First, from
conversations with Staff in 1 993, NW Natural believed that Staff wanted FERC Accounts 907,
908, and 9 1 0 to be reserved for conservation and other DSM-related expenses only.' Therefore,
the company recorded non-DSM customer service and marketing expenses in FERC accounts
9 1 1 , 9 1 2 and 9 1 6. Second, NW Natural recorded these costs in those accounts to provide
financial information to assist company managers in managing costs and understanding company
business processes. This misunderstanding of accounting preferences complicated the discovery
process, as the company could not provide Staff with detailed information about the accounts.
To address the problem, NW Natural, in its rebuttal filing, completely reclassified its
customer service and marketing expense into the FERC Accounts according to their literal
definitions and Staffs preferences. This filing established the company's level of customer
service expense separate from marketing expense.
A. Customer Service
Positions of the Parties

NW Natural maintains that its rebuttal testimony fully describes and justifies the
company's customer service expenses. It contends that, although its marketing employees
perform a wide variety of services and activities, the majority of these are directed at customer
service.

, Staff does not recall these conversations. It believes that Staff may have agreed with the company that
conservation-related expenses should be recorded in sub-accounts of FERC Account 908. It does not believe,
however, that Staff would have initiated or agreed with the company that it is appropriate to record non
conservation-related customer service expenses in FERC Accounts 9 1 1 , 912, and 916.
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NW Natural's testimony is divided into the three general market segments that the
company serves: residential customers, commercial and small business customers, and large
industrial customers. It states that, in the residential segment, NW Natural marketing
representative's activities include coordinating service requests, responding to customer inquiries
about rates, safety, equipment and efficiency, assisting builders and customers in the constlUction
process, and identifying trenching opportunities to reduce costs. According to NW Natural, these
customer service activities comprise about 70 to 80 percent of the work time of the residential
marketing employees.
NW Natural's commercial and small business segment consists of a wide range of
customers including offices, retail sales and services, hotel and motels, grocely stores, and
restaurants. NW Natural states that its commercial account representatives perform numerous
customer service functions by setting up accounts, providing technical assistance on installing,
operating, and maintaining natural gas fired equipment, negotiating contracts, verifying code
compliance, settling billing and service issues, developing training programs, and performing
numerous other activities. NW Natural contends that the costs associated with these customer
service activities have been reclassified in the FERC customer service accounts.
NW Natural further states that the customer service activities that serve the industrial
customers are vital given the competitive nature of nature of this segment. NW Natural believes
that, while the process of attempting to retain large industrial customers is complex and
customer-specific, the benefits to smaller customers are not reasonably subje�t to question.
NW Natural explains that the retention of high load customers provides the company with load
diversification and size, thereby allowing it to purchase a gas supply portfolio at lower costs for
smaller customers. The services that NW Natural's industrial customer representatives perform
on behalf of this important customer segment include providing billing services for sales and
transportation services; providing rate analysis; administering service agreements; and providing
education, analysis, auditing, and technical advice on equipment design, application, and
operation.
After reviewing NW Natural's rebuttal testimony, Staff agrees that some of the expenses
initially booked to FERC Accounts 9 1 1 , 9 1 2, and 9 1 6 should have been booked to customer service
accounts 907-910. However, Staff also believes that the company's reallocated customer expense
level is too high to represent a reasonable level to include in rates.
Staff takes the position that NW Natural has not met the burden of proof for its customer
service expenditures. While the company has provided an extensive reallocation of costs formerly
classified as sales and marketing, Staff argues that the accounting reallocation does not constitute
justification for these activities. Moreover, Staff contends that there is no way to substantiate the
company's allocation, because NW Natural did not track the customer service activities of its
marketing personnel. Rather, it explains the company examined each job category and subjectively
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declared that a certain percentage of time was spent doing customer service activities, while the
remaining percentage was spent on sales and marketing.
Given the company's inability to provide activity-based information, Staff compared
NW Natural's proposed customer service costs against those of other regional gas utilities.
Based on this analysis, Staff recommends an allowance for customer service activities of
$2.3 million (plus $ 1 .4 million in uncontested conservation-related expenses). Staffs allowance
is computed by multiplying the average customer service costs per customer of four regional
utilities (Puget Sound Energy (PSE), Avista Utilities, Intermountain Gas Company, and Cascade
Natural Gas Company) by the total NW Natural customer count. According to this study, the
average, per customer cost of the four utilities for customer service is $4.96. Multiplying that
figure by NW Natural's 464,701 test period customers produces Staffs recommended allowance
of $2,3 14,9 17.
In response, NW Natural disputes the validity of Staffs utility comparison. First, the
company notes that, in its analysis, Staff simply compared NW Natural's expenses to the costs
that the other four utilities had booked to FERC Accounts 907-9 1 0 in their 1 998 FERC 2 filings.
Because general accounting practices can and do yield significantly different allocation to the
FERC Accounts, NW Natural contends that Staff has no basis to claim that the expenses
recorded by the four other utilities are for the same activities recorded by NW Natural. To
demonstrate this point, NW Natural notes that its original filing contained a total of $ 1 .3 million
in FERC Accounts 907-9 10. Thus, under Staffs approach, the company's customer service
costs would be just $2.99 per customer, among the lowest of Staffs four regional test utilities.
Second, NW Natural criticizes Staffs selection of utilities used in its comparative
analysis. Of the four, two are combined utilities (PSE and Avista) that presumably achieve
economies of scale in customer service that a stand-alone gas LDC could not obtain.
NW Natural also contends that a combined utility need not worry about customer retention as
virtually every building has electric service. On this basis, NW Natural believes one would
. expect customer service expenses to be lower for combined utilities than they would be for an
independent natural gas distribution company that must work to gain and keep every customer.
Furthermore, NW Natural questions whether differences in accounting practices could make a
direct comparison difficult. Unlike a gas utility, combined utilities must split costs between
electric and natural gas divisions for purposes ofFERC Form 1 and FOlm 2 filings. NW Natural
emphasizes that the process for assigning costs between electric and gas divisions is not specified
by FERC, meaning that each utility assigns these costs according to its own conventions.
NW Natural also questions the comparative value of intermountain Gas. While
Intermountain is a stand-alone LDC, it is a closely held company not subject to Commission
jurisdiction. Furthermore, its corporate structure is much different from NW Natural's, as it is a
subsidiary of intermountain Industries. Intermountain Industries also owns IGI Resources, from
which Intermountain Gas receives all of its commodity and upstream services. NW Natural also
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believes that Intermountain's recorded customer service costs in Account 907-91 0 of $2.57 per
year are so low as to call into question the accounting conventions used to record the expense.
Of the four utilities used by Staff, NW Natural believes that only Cascade is arguably
comparable. Like NW Natural, Cascade is a publicly traded and independent gas LDC regulated
by the Commission. It has a similar corporate stlUcture, is also a growth LDC that competes
against electric utilities, and is also at risk to bypass. Given these similarities, NW Natural states
that it is not surprising that NW Natural's and Cascade's customer service costs are very similar.
Cascade reported customer service expenses of $ 1 2.07 per customer per year, a figure that, if
multiplied by NW Natural's customer base, would yield a customer allowance of $5.6 million.
Commission Resolution

The resolution of this issue has been made more difficult by the accounting issue
described above. NW Natural's original allocation of expenses prevented the company's ability
to provide detailed information about the FERC 900-series accounts and activities to Staff. In its
rebuttal, NW Natural did perform an extensive reallocation of all of its customer service and non
promotional marketing costs. However, the time of this filing, and the volume of rebuttal
testimony, left Staff little time to review the activities and expenses.
As a result, Staff relies on a comparative study to recommend a disallowance of half of
NW Natural's customer service expenditures. Under the circumstances presented, one cannot
fault Staff s attempt to determine a reasonable level of customer service costs by comparing
NW Natural's proposed levels to other utilities. Nonetheless, we share NW Natural's concerns
about Staffs comparison. This case has demonstrated the fact that accounting practices can
differ significantly between utilities and may lead to varying allocations to FERC Accounts. For
this reason, Staffs unverified examination of costs booked to the FERC Accounts by other
utilities may provide little value in determining a reasonable level of customer service expense
for NW Natural. Furthermore, a comparison of costs recorded by combined utilities may not be
appropriate, due to problems caused by the assignment of costs between electric and gas
divisions and the greater ease these utilities have in obtaining and retaining customers.
While Staff did not have an adequate 0ppOliunity to fully review NW Natural's
reallocation of its customer service expenses, the procedural schedule has allowed adequate time
for the Commission to examine the company's filing. We conclude that NW Natural has met its
burden of supporting the reasonableness of its customer service activities and expenses. The
company's reallocated filing contained extensive testimony from its three market segment
managers who described with particularity the company's customer service activities for its
residential customers, its commercial and small industrial business customers, and its large
industrial customers. Through this testimony, NW Natural established that these activities are
directed at responding to customer requests, inquiries, and safety concerns; resolving customer
complaints; extending service to new customers; and providing information about safety and
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service issues. The company's provision of activity-based infonnation would have facilitated a
more straightforward and precise review of its customer service activities.8 Nevertheless, we
conclude that NW Natural has justified full recovery of its customer service expenditures.
B. Marketing
Applicable Law

The standards regarding promotional activities are set forth in Chapter 26 of the
Commission's administrative rules. OAR 860-026-0010 defines "promotional activity"as
[A]ction by a utility or its affiliate with the objective of increasing or preventing a
decrease in the quantity of the utility's service used by present and prospective
customers; inducing any person to use an energy utility's service rather than a
competing fonn of energy, the cost of which is properly chargeable to account
number 9 1 1 , 912, 9 1 3 , or 91 6[.]
OAR 860-026-0020(1) provides:
All promotional activities and concessions9 shall be just and reasonable, prudent
as a business practice, economically feasible and compensatory, and reasonably
beneficial both to the utility and its customers. The cost of promotional activities
and concessions must not be so large as to impose an undue burden on the utility's
customers in general and must be recoverable through related sales stimulation
within a reasonable time.
Positions of the Parties

At the outset, NWN contends that Commission rules and prior decisions on promotional
expense are broad and flexible. It believes that, in reviewing the company's promotional
activities, the Commission should focus on whether the expenditures were just and reasonable,
prudent as a business practice, economically feasible, and reasonably beneficial to both the utility
and its customers. It notes that this is the approach the Commission used in its last rate case,
UG 8 1 . In Order No. 89- 1 3 72, the Commission stated:
The Commission is persuaded that NNG's [marketing] expenditures meet the
requirements of the rule in this case. It is reasonable and prudent for NNG to
* * * present natural gas as a viable alternative to other choices.

, NW Natural should provide such infonnation in future rate case filings.
Promotional concessions are defined in OAR 860-026-0015. NW Natural does not request recovery of any
promotional concessions in this case.

•
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NW Natural further contends that neither administrative rules nor past Commission
orders support Staff s argument that, to recover such expenses, the company must demonstrate
"net ratepayer benefits." NW Natural points out that the Commission has never defined "net
ratepayer benefits," and only adopted the test on which Staff relies in docket UE 1 02, issued after
the filing of the company's case. Furthermore, NW Natural faults Staff for its inability to
provide an example of a successful demonstration of ratepayer benefits. In a response to data
requests, Staff could only state that such a test would be similar to a conservation program's
cost-effectiveness analysis.
Despite its objection, NW Natural crafted a ratepayer benefits analysis that shows an
overall quantifiable benefit to customers from NW Natural's marketing activity. NW Natural
begins its analysis with the understanding that growth may affect customers in three ways:
( 1 ) growth adds more to revenue than to cost; (2) growth adds more to cost than to revenue; or
(3) growth adds the same amount to costs and revenues. When growth adds more to revenue
than cost, existing customers benefit by allowing the company to absorb cost increases and
margin losses without the need to raise rates. NW Natural notes that its extension policy is
premised on the belief that new growth would be profitable and adds that this profitable growth
has helped eliminate the company's need for a general rate revision for over a decade.
From this reasoning, NW Natural develops the concept of marketing "headroom," which
is defined as the arnount of money the company can spend to gain a new customer and still have
the customer yield an acceptable rate of retUlTI. Thus, NW Natural contends that increased
earnings resulting from the expense of marketing dollars up to the headroom limit can be
considered a ratepayer benefit, as the elimination of marketing activities within the headroom
will reduce profitable growth and ultimately result in higher rates. NW Natural makes the
assumption that a portion of the company's customer growth would not occur but for the
company's marketing activities.
NW Natural assessed the level of headroom available in each market segment based on
the company's long run incremental cost (LRIC) study and reasonable assumptions about the rate
of retUlTI the company is currently experiencing without rate relief from this docket. Overall,
NW Natural's analysis shows that the company's marketing activity and reclassified marketing
expense produce net ratepayer benefits in total, across all customer categories, of $ I ,05 1 ,445.
Staff objects to NW Natural's net ratepayer analysis because it evaluated the company's
reclassified marketing expense on an aggregate basis, rather than on a program-by-program or
activity-by-activity basis. Staff contends that the Commission rules require a utility to account
for and justify the benefits of each promotional activity on a subprogram basis. It cites
OAR 860-026-0035, which provides:
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(1) Each utility shall file ' • • a report of each promotional activity and
concession of the utility and its affiliates during the preceding calendar year. The
report shall show the amounts expended with respect to each promotional activity
and concession and a statement of the benefits achieved from each.
(2) In reporting on each promotional activity or concession under this rule, a
utility shall employ the lowest practicable subprogram for budget and accounting
purposes.
Staff takes the position that the Commission has evaluated the reasonableness of
ratepayer support for utility marketing activities on an activity-by-activity basis since UE 79,
PGE's general rate case. It notes that, in UE 88, the Commission evaluated the reasonableness of
PGE's "High Value Electrical Applications" for each promotional activity. Staffalso makes the
point that this "activity-by-activity" approach is consistent with the Commission's evaluation of
individual energy efficiency measures and utility fuel switching proposals during the past several
years.
Consistent with these policies, Staff made several requests to NW Natural asking for
descriptions of each of the company's sales and marketing activities and justification for
including the expenditures as utility costs in rates. Staff believes the company budgets its
marketing activities on an activity or program basis, but states that NW Natural has not provided
any such information to describe and support its budgeted sales and marketing costs. Without
such program-specific information, Staff was unable to determine whether any related expenses
are reasonable. For this reason, Staff recommends the Commission exclude NW Natural's entire
marketing costs from customer rates.
Commission Resolution

To start, we note that Staff and NW Natural disagree on the legal standard for recovery of
nonadvertising marketing expenses. Staff first contends that, for recovery of such expenses, NW
Natural must demonstrate net ratepayer benefits,' Staff next argues that promotional activities
must be evaluated on an activity-by-activity basis. NW Natural disputes both assertions, noting
that administrative rules governing promotional activities simply provide that such activities be
'1ust and reasonable, prudent as a business practice, economically feasible and compensatory,
and reasonably beneficial both to the utility and its customers."
Addressing the second argument first, we reject Staffs contention that promotional
activities must be evaluated on a project-by-project basis. Although OAR 860-026-0035 requires
a description of and amounts spent on each activity, its does not limit the general standards for
recovery of promotional activities set forth in OAR 860-026-0020. As NW Natural notes, that
rule requires a general examination of whether promotional expenditures are just and reasonable,
prudent, and reasonably beneficial to the utility and ratepayers. While a utility may rely on its
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annual reports to support its expenditures in a rate case proceeding, it may also provide support
on an aggregate basis.
With regard to the legal standard, we need not resolve whether NW Natural must
demonstrate net ratepayer benefits. Despite its objection to such a test, the company presented
an analysis intended to show that its marketing activities do provide net ratepayer benefits.
Based on that analysis, we agree with NW Natural that its promotional activities provide
quantifiable benefits to customers of over $ 1 million. The company has established that its
promotional activities focusing on "profitable growth" improve the relationship between
incremental revenues and incremental costs to benefit existing and future ratepayers.
Eliminating such activities would reduce the company's profitable growth and ultimately
produce higher rates for the company's customers.
Therefore, for purposes of this docket, we conclude that, if OAR 860-026-0020 requires a
showing of net ratepayer benefits, NW Natural has met that burden. NW Natural's analysis,
however, does not support full recovery of its promotional expenditures. OAR 860-026-0020(1 )
provides that the cost of promotional activities "must be recoverable through related sales
stimulation within a reasonable time." The company's own analysis indicates that expenditures
in excess of $ 1 . 05 million would produce a net ratepayer detriment. Accordingly, recovery shall
be limited to $ 1 .05 million, the amount substantiated by NW Natural's net ratepayer benefits
analysis.
ISSUE S-13: WAGE AND SALARY ADJUSTMENT
Summary of Issue

Staff and NW Natural have stipulated to the appropriate staffing levels for the company
in the July 26, 1999, Stipulation. The parties, however, dispute the appropriate test period levels
for wages and salaries of the workforce levels. Using a three-year wage and salary formula
applied to both union and nonunion wages-Staff proposes reductions of almost $2.2 million to
NW Natural's test period payroll and related expenses.
Positions of the Parties

To estimate appropriate payroll levels, Staff has traditionally used a three-year wage and
salary formula. As a starting point, Staffs formula uses the utility's actual average wage and
salary level as they existed three years prior to the test year. From there, Staff applies the annual
changes to the All Urban (DRI Forecast) Consumer Price Index (CPI)!O to adjust wages and
10

The All Urban CPI measures price changes in a fixed market basket of goods and services in 200 categorics,
generally including housing, apparel, transportation, medical care, recreation, education, and others to urban
consumers.
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salaries for each of the three subsequent years to establish a forecast of test-year wage and salary
levels. If the utility's projected wage and salary level is within ten percent of Staffs projection,
the difference between projections is shared between customers and shareholders. Outside the
ten-percent band, shareholders keep all of the benefit or pay all the cost.
NW Natural does not oppose the use of Staffs formula to its non-union wages and
salaries, provided that the model uses an index that measures actual-as opposed to
hypothetical-local labor market wages. NW Natural argues that the All-Urban CPI has no
relationship to local wage and salary patterns. Rather than adjusting historical salaries with a
measure of national inflation rates, NW Natural recommends the Commission use labor indices
that actually consider conditions in the state labor market in which the company must compete
for employees.
NW Natural cites three indices produced by the Oregon Depatiment of Administrative
Services (DAS). These indices are Oregon Historic Manufacturing, Oregon Historic Services,
and Oregon Historic Average. Of the three, NW Natural favors the Oregon manufacturing wage
index, because manufacturing employment is more representative of utility employment than the
service category. Alternatively, it recommends use of the Oregon average wage index.
NW Natural notes that, if either of these two measures were used in Staffs formula and applied
to the company's non-union salaries, no salary expense adjustment would be warranted because
wage increases were within Oregon labor market wage increases.
NW Natural does object to the use of Staffs three-year wage formula to evaluate the
company' s union wages. Historically, Staff has recommended automatic adoption of changes in
union compensation, due to the fact that such pay increases are set during arms-length
negotiations between the company and labor unions. In this case, however, Staff recommends
that the Commission scrutinize union compensation in the same manner as non-union wages and
salaries. Staff concludes that, otherwise, there could be little incentive for the company to
control costs.
NW Natural does not suggest that the Commission should never review a labor
agreement. Rather, it contends that Staff has provided no persuasive justification in this case to
overturn the Commission's past practices with union wages. The company asselis that the
negotiations with the union were conducted at arms-length, involved 34 meetings, took over
280 hours, and resulted in an agreement that was substantially less costly than the union's
original requests (at a savings of about $4.2 million annually). It adds that the resulting wage
increases were consistent with actual comparable compensation levels in other local and regional
industries. In preparation for the negotiations, NW Natural conducted a survey of wages paid for
similar positions in 1 9 separate businesses and institutions, such as Tri-Met, Cascade Natural
Gas, Pacific Power and Light, Portland General Electric, City of Portland, Port of Portland, and
METRO. That market survey showed that NW Natural's union wages were average to
significantly below average in 1 7 of 22 job categories. Thus, NW Natural argues that its pay
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increases under the union contract were warranted by existing market conditions and cannot be
considered unreasonable or excessive.
Commission Resolution

The Commission adopts Staff s three-year wage and salary formula to estimate proper
non-union payroll levels for NW Natural. This Commission has relied on this model for several
years to monitor the wages and salaries of energy utilities. The model incorporates actual
market-based data by using, as a starting point, actual historic wages. We also agree with Staffs
use of the All Urban CPI index to adjust historic wages and salaries. Adjusting payroll levels by
changes in inflation provides the employees the same real level of compensation as in the base
year, and provides an incentive to companies to minimize labor costs. Contrary to the assertions
by NW Natural, local economic conditions are represented in the All-Urban CPI, as the Bureau
of Labor Statistics includes prices in Oregon when it conducts its survey. Moreover, Staffs
method ofsharing the difference between payroll projections equally between ratepayers and
shareholders also allows NW Natural some ability to increase wages above the rate of inflation in
response to changes in market conditions without allowing unchecked escalation.
We do not believe that any of the three indices recommended by NW Natural to adjust
wages are appropriate. NW Natural has not demonstrated that wages of its officers and non
union employees are related to manufacturing or govenunental wages, and admitted in testimony
that utility wages are not closely related to service wage patterns.
With regard to union wages, however, the Commission declines Staff s proposal to break
tradition and apply the three-year wage and salary formula to project union payroll levels. As
noted above, this Commission has traditionally accepted changes in union compensation
resulting from the collective bargaining process. We do not believe Staff has provided an
adequate explanation to justify a departure from that policy. Of course, we have the right and
responsibility to examine all utility costs, including negotiated collective bargaining agreements.
If there were evidence that a negotiated contract was clearly excessive, it would be appropriate
for the Commission to take corrective action.
In this case, NW Natural has demonstrated that its union wages are reasonable. The
company's negotiations with the union were extensive and at arms-length. The resulting wage
increases were consistent with actual comparable compensation levels in other similar industries.
Furthermore, the wage increases, at 3.25 percent per year, were almost exactly the inflation rate
experienced just prior to and at the time of the company's negotiations. For these reasons, the
company's union wages should be approved as filed.
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ISSUE S-15: BONUS ADJUSTMENT
Summary of Issue

Two questions are presented regarding perfonnance bonuses. For non-officer
perfonnance bonuses, NW Natural proposes a 50/50 sharing with shareholders and ratepayers,
while Staff proposes a 75 percent disallowance. For merit-based bonuses, NW Natural proposes
that 100 percent of the non-officers' bonuses be included in utility expense. Staff recommends a
50/50 sharing for both non-officers' and union employees' merit-based bonuses.
Positions of the Parties

NW Natural first contends that perfonnance bonuses paid to supervisors and managers be
shared 50/50 between customers and shareholders. The company believes that the 50/50 sharing
of non-officer bonuses is reasonable because the bonuses are designed to make the company's
total compensation package for these employees competitive with comparable jobs in the
regional labor market.
Second, NW Natural proposes that 100 percent of the non-officers merit-based bonuses,
Key Goals program, be included in rates. NW Natural explains that there are five Key Goals,
three of which directly relate to customer interests. These include rate stability, customer
satisfaction, and productivity. The other two goals, profitability and market share, benefit
customers over time. Because the Key Goal program benefits customers, NW Natural maintains
that the merit-based bonuses-including those paid to union employees-should be included in
utility expense.
Staff proposes a 75 percent disallowance of perfonnance-based bonuses, and a
50/50 sharing of merit-based bonuses. Staff explains that the Commission has traditionally
disallowed 75 percent ofperfonnance-based bonuses, because they are generally focused on the
company's increased earnings and, therefore, bring more benefitto shareholders. It adds that the
Commission has generally allowed equal sharing of merit-based bonuses, because they equally
benefit shareholders and ratepayers. It contends that the company's Key Goals program should
be similarly treated, noting that shareholders clearly benefit through increase earnings if the
profitability and market share goals are achieved. Finally, it contends that the Commission
should apply these recommendations to all bonuses, including those paid to union employees. It
notes that the Commission has always treated union bonuses in the same manner, because the
same rationale applies.
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Commission Resolution

After our review, we find Staffs bonus adjustments to be reasonable and adopt them.
Staff s recommendations are consistent with past ratemaking treatment of bonuses in prior
electric and natural gas rate cases. NW Natural has not persuaded us that a change in policy is
warranted.
ISSUE S-18: CIS
Summary of Issue

The history ofNW Natural's Customer Information System (CIS) development is complex.
The analysis of the argument is also difficult, caused primarily by the different approaches used by
the parties to evaluate the CIS. There are, however, just two primaIY questions presented for
Commission resolution.
First, the Commission must decide the standard of review for the recovery of NW Natural' s
CIS investment. Second, the Commission must determine whether the CIS stipulation allows for a
reasonable level of CIS recovery and, therefore, should be approved. To fully understand this issue,
a review of the history ofNW Natural's CIS development is necessary.
Facts

In 1 99 1 , NW Natural began an effort to develop a new CIS to serve its residential and
commercial accounts. The company's old CIS, the Legacy system, had been constructed in stages
beginning in the 1960s. Over the years, NW Natural made numerous modifications and upgrades to
the system, but encountered increasing reliability problems and functional limitations. Moreover,
the Legacy system was not Year-2000 compliant.
After a bidding process, NW Natural hired IBM to perform a study on CIS implementation
strategies. Based on the results of the study, NW Natural awarded a fixed-price contract to IBM for
the development of a customized CIS. The overall projected budget, as approved by NW Natural's
Board of Directors, was $24 million, which included a $ 1 2 million fixed fee to be paid to IBM for its
services. NW Natural hoped to have the new system in place and operational by January 1 996.
The CIS project was intended to proceed in five phases, whereby each succeeding phase
added increased functionality. The first phase, called Application Function Group 1 (AFG 1), was
intended to allow inquiry of customer data that had been converted from the Legacy system. During
AFG 1 development, however, the proj ect team experienced significant difficulties in two primary
areas. The first problem pertained to the use of an object-oriented database. The project team
initially chose to use a relational databasell in combination with an object-oriented graphical user
II

A relational database essential stores data in a matrix format of columns and rows, while an object-oriented
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interface (GUI). In the course of development, the project team encountered difficulties with
interfaces between the object-oriented code in the GUls and the relational database. Due to these
difficulties, the team decided in September 1994 to shift to an object-oriented database called
ObjectStore.12 They believed that a switch to ObjectStore would allow for a faster delivery of
AFG I . A memorandum to NW Natural's Board of Directors explained the decision as follows:
We have been analyzing the data base choice for several months, and IBM now has
recommended that we convert from the more traditional, relational data base to the
newer and more dynamic (but technologically frontier like) object-oriented data
base.
As the project proceeded, however, the team identified numerous risks with the ObjectStore
technology. As recognized in the memorandum above, object-oriented database technology was just
emerging at that time and, consequently, carried a high risk of unfeasibility. While it provided for
some interesting capabilities, the analytical tools to support the platforms were either missing or
immature. For these reasons, the project team expressed concerns that major delays were inevitable
and that one or more of the components would be incapable of supporting the real-time updates and
batch processing updates necessary to run a CIS. By February 1995, the project team concluded that
ObjectStore was unable to provide the required performance and would not be able to meet the
targeted release dates.
The second major problem encountered during the AFGl development was the cleansing,
conversion, and migration of data from the old Legacy system to the new CIS. The Legacy system
data files had many problems, including incorrect data, coded data with little or no documentation,
free-form data that did not conform to any conventions, inconsistent data, deliberately incorrect data,
truncated data, and multi-use fields. The Legacy system also processed various portions of the code
at different rates, which varied from time to time during the processing cycle.
As early as May 1993, Staff expressed concern about NW Natural's proposed expenditures
for a customized CIS project. In a letter to the company, Staff questioned the company's CIS
planning decisions and expected costs:
Staff does not disagree with NNG about the need for a new CIS. Furthermore, the
CIS development plan, if properly implemented, should deliver a functional CIS.
Staff is concerned, however, that the proposed CIS utilizing an open systems
architecture and customized application will not benefit ratepayers beyond a more
traditional and less costly approach. Consequently, when NNG requests recovery of
the CIS costs in its next general rate application, staff may review and recommend
different cost recovery than the budgeted CIS costs. * * * [W]c would be interested
in further discussing rate treatment of CIS expenditures, and your numerical analysis
database maintains data in "objects" or functional groups.
12
An object-oriented database maintains data in "objects" or functional groups.
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of the benefits this system provides. While we realize developing a solid cost
benefit analysis for CIS projects is difficult, we also believe that this analysis is
critical to any prudence review.
Later, in October 1993, Staff sent another letter to NW Natural restating concerns about
the CIS. Again, after agreeing that NW Natural needed a new CIS, Staff stated that it was "not
yet persuaded that [NW Natural's1 approach is any more beneficial to ratepayers than a less
costly approach. You have not provided any numerical cost-benefit analysis, as we previously
requested, to illustrate how your system will provide greater benefits to ratepayers to offset the
higher costs."
In April 1995, IBM completed the first system deliverable, the AFG 1 . The AFG I ,
complete with a cleansed and converted database, enabled user groups to view customer
information, print statements of accounts, and create duplicate bills. Increasing concerns about
timeliness of delivery and cost for the customized CIS, however, overshadowed the completion
of AFG I . The work required to develop AFG I had been much more extensive and taken much
longer than either NW Natural or IBM had expected. IBM had already expended about
$7 million of its $ 1 2 million fixed-price contract. Their experts were estimating that it would
take at least another $30 million to finish the object-oriented development effort.
IBM's concerns about the project were documented in its periodic evaluation reports.
During this period, IBM was grading the project as a "D," noting that there were major problems
with financial exposure and customer dissatisfaction. It summarized the project as follows:
This is a project where a greater amount of work has been undertaken in less
time and less experience using newer technology than has been undertaken
previously by either organization. This background and tlle track record to date
indicate that the successful completion of the project as currently defined is
problematic, a condition which is acknowledged by both organizations.
Due to escalating costs and Year 2000 concerns, NW Natural and IBM deternlined that
the customization effort should not continue at any cost. Therefore, the parties agreed that it
would be prudent to reexamine whether advances in hardware technology made an off-the-shelf
software system a realistic alternative to meet NW Natural's CIS needs. During the summer and
late fall of 1 995, the project team analyzed existing systems to determine if any were compatible
with NW Natural's CIS requirements. The team eventually determined that Orcom's Mirror
Pond system was the best option. The system ran on a well-known and well-understood
mainframe system, the AS/400, and was the most flexible, cost-effective, and easiest to access.
When it became clear that the project would be shifting directions to a "purchase and
modify" course, NW Natural and IBM negotiated a memorandum of understanding setting forth
ternlS of the transition. The MOU first called for a "gap" analysis, in which the project team would
complete an analysis of Mirror Pond's capabilities to determine whether and at what cost the system
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could be modified to meet NW Natural's needs. The MOU also required IBM to support
NW Natural's efforts to obtain Commission approval of the CIS expenditures.
The gap analysis proved successful, and the parties agreed to purchase and modify Orcom' s
Mirror Pond software instead of continuing with the customized project. NW Natural amended its
contract with IBM, and obtained a license from Orcom. The revised contract with IBM, approved by
NW Natural's Board of Directors in December 1 995, was for $21 .5 million, including the amounts
already paid. In addition, IBM agreed to pay $2.8 million to NW Natural for equipment that the
company had bought, outside of the contract, to serve the AFG 1 development system.
At the time of the contract amendment with IBM, NW Natural had several concerns about the
CIS project. Given the projections of huge cost overruns in continuing the customized project, the
company was concerned that IBM might decide to. breach the original contract rather than finish it.
NW Natural recognized that there was a tremendous risk if IBM walked away from the contract,
leaving the company without a vendor and with not enough time to reliably replace its CIS before
the year 2000. In view of these risks, NW Natural concluded that it was not pJUdent to hold IBM to
the original contract and hope that a new customized CIS would be completed and placed in service
before the year 2000.
NW Natural was willing to agree to a new fixed-price amount, because it wanted to retain the
IBM development team with its knowledge of the utility's CIS needs and practices. Payments were
to be made in two streams: $7.6 million for amended contract deliverables, and $7.75 million in
quarterly payments over a five-year period. As part of the deal, IBM received some, but not all, of
its cost overages . . NW Natural estimated that IBM would be left with no profit on the job, and would
have to absorb $2 million in unreimbursed costs.
The new contract was designed to bring the CIS project on-line by the beginning of 1998. In
November 1 997, after 1 9 months, NW Natural successfully converted from the Legacy system to the
new CIS within budget and ahead of schedule. All elements of the new CIS have.been in useful
service since the changeover. In total, NW Natural spent $40.3 million onCIS development.
Most of the work done in the customized CIS development phase, prior to the decision to
seek an off-the-shelf product, was subsequently used to modifY Mirror Pond. In early stages of
development, NW Natural completed a detailed analysis of all the company's business areas and
functions affected by the CIS. The work group also developed business JUles to document the
business policy and procedures within NW Natural. These business JUles, together with an
understanding ofNW Natural data requirements, served as the basis for the gap analysis phase of the
package implementation project and eliminated at least six months from the process.
Furthermore, during the initial phase of the project, NW Natural and IBM created conversion
programs to move data from the complicated Legacy system. Project team members experienced
serious difficulties with data conversion due to deficiencies with the Legacy system. Eventually,
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they developed a set of algorithms to successfully extract data from the old system and place it in a
modern database structure. This work was directly transferable to the Mirror Pond system.
In addition, the effort to create the AFG 1 database significantly benefited the Mirror Pond
customization. The data that was cleansed and extracted from the Legacy system became the clean
input for Mirror Pond. The original AFG 1 data cleansing routines used to populate the ObjectStore
database were rewritten to migrate the cleansed data to the Mirror Pond database. The rules
developed for the collection and storage of new customer data were also transfen·ed. NW Natural
estimates that the data conversion alone gave the project team a year's head start in its later CIS
efforts.
Not all of the work completed in the development of the AFG 1 , however, was usable in the
Mirror Pond conversion phase. The work devoted to the GUI, which included data retrieval and
workstation display routines, could not be reused. Based on a calculation ofIBM's expenditures in
employee and contract hours, this non-salvageable work amounted to 20 percent of the $7 million
dollars paid at that point to IBM, or $ 1 .4 million. Similarly, some of the equipment purchased for
AFG I was no longer needed. As discussed above, the terms of the amended contract required IBM
to pay $2.8 million to NW Natural for most unneeded systems related assets. In 1 996, NW Natural
also sold some CIS hardware assets, which resulted in charges to utility plant and accumulated
depreciation.
CIS StipUlation

After the filing of testimony, NW Natural and Staff entered a stipulation intended
to resolve all issues related to the company's CIS investment. The parties agree to a gross CIS
plant amount of$37, 1 19,497, resulting in a plant disallowance of$2.7 million. The CIS plant
allowance of$37. 1 million is based on the amount recommended in Staffs testimony. The
parties also agree to an accumulated depreciation balance of $4,81 9,291 , and an annual
depreciation expense of$2,8 1 9,839.
Although the parties do not agree with each other's assessment.ofthe CIS project, they
believe the $37.1 million figure is supported by the testimony of each party, although for different
reasons. In addition, the parties agree that the entire plant disallowance should be applied to the
company's CIS software account, and that all CIS costs should be allocated to the company's
residential and commercial rate schedules.
A. Standard of Review
Positions of the Parties

All parties agree that we must evaluate NW Natural's CIS expenditures according to
traditional regulatory concepts applicable to the evaluation of any utility plant project. These
concepts require an examination of whether the CIS project is "used and useful" in providing
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service, and whether the business decisions made by NW Natural during the CIS development were
"prudent. "
The parties have two primary areas of disagreement, however, as to the application of the
"used and useful" standard to NW Natural's early efforts to develop a custom CIS. First, NWIGU
and CUB contend that ORS 757.355 prohibits the recovery of most expenditures related to the
customized CIS effort. The statute, enacted by voters through an initiative measure in 1978
(Measure 9), provides:
No public utility shall, directly or indirectly, by any device, charge,
demand, collect or receive from any customer rates which are derived
from a rate base which includes within it any construction, building,
installation or real or personal property not presently used for providing
utility service to the customer.
NWIGU and CUB take the position that the application of this statute is broad and applies to
all investment in utility property. Thus, they argue that this Commission must examine all CIS
expenditures and deny recovery of any portion that did not ultimately contribute to used and useful
utility propelty.
In response, Staff and NW Natural assert that ORS 757.355 does not require an examination
of all expenditures in order to determine whether the CIS project is used and useful. Rather, they
view the application of ORS 757.355 to be a question of fact, not law. No patty disputes that
NW Natural's new CIS is used and useful utility property. Therefore, Staff and NW Natural contend
that the issue presented in this case is whether the company's initial effort to develop a custom CIS
was a separate project, or whether it was reasonably related to the completion of the final CIS. In
other words, they argue that ORS 757.355 applies only if the Commission determines that the
company's custom CIS efforts were a separate, unrelated project that is not providing service.
As an example to demonstrate how ORS 757.355 should be applied, Staff states that a
natural gas company should be able to recover the cost of test holes drilled on a parcel of land
that, after additional drilling, eventually produces gas, Although not directly used for the
production of gas, the test holes are reasonably related to an investment that provides service to
customers. On the other hand, Staff contends that ORS 757.355 would preclude the recovery of
money spent drilling test holes at a distant location prior to finding and producing gas at another
location. Under this scenario, Staff believes the Commission would find that the money spent
on the remote testing was not reasonably related to the production of gas at another location.
The second area of disagreement arises from NWIGU's and CUB's contention that
ORS 757.355 strictly prohibits rate recovery for any facility not used and useful to ratepayers,
including retired facilities. In support of this argument, they rely on Citizens ' Utility Board v.
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PUC, 1 54 Or App 702 (1998). 13 In that case, the Court of Appeals overturned a Commission
decision authorizing Portland General Electric a return on its investment in the Trojan Nuclear
power plant. Although that case dealt with the interpretation of ORS 757.355-in conjunction
with ORS 757.140(2)-as applied to return on undepreciated nuclear plant investment, NWIGU
and CUB assert the decision establishes the "used and usefulness" standard as a strict
prerequisite for rate recovery.

NW Natural and Staff respond that ORS 757.355 does not automatically bar recovelY of
plant that is not used and useful. They note that the Oregon legislature effectively overturned
Citizen 's Utility Board v. P UC with the recent passage of HB 3220.14 In that measure, the
legislature amended ORS 757. 1 40 to read:
(2) Notwithstanding ORS 757.355, in the following cases the commission may
allow in rates, directly or indirectly, the return of and a return on amounts on the
utility's books of account which the commission finds represents the
undepreciated investment in utility property that has been retired from service:
(a)
When the retirement is due to ordinary wear and tear, causalities,
acts of God, acts of governmental authority; or
(b)
When the commission finds that the retirement is in the public
interest.
Because HB 3220 also contains provisions that the amendments to 757 . 1 40 apply
prospectively and retroactively, NW Natural and Staff conclude that the Commission may allow
recovery of plant no longer "used and useful" if it finds the decision to retire the plant to be in the
public interest.ls
Commission Resolution

In determining whether NW Natural's CIS project is used and useful, we agree with Staff and
NW Natural that our inquiry must focus on the project as a whole. This has been the traditional
regulatory approach for determining whether an asset is used and useful in providing utility service
and should be put in rate base. In this case, we must determine whether NW Natural's expenditures
for the original CIS system were reasonably related to the completed CIS system, so that both may
be considered as part of the same project.

IJ

The Court of Appeals decision is currently on appeal.
14 The Governor signed HB 3220 on June 16, 1999. The bill was assigned to Chapter 259 of the 1999 Session
Laws.
" NWIGU and CUB do not address HB 3220.
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We reject the arguments ofNWIGU and CUB that ORS 757.355 requires that all CIS
expenditures must be "used and useful" and that the Commission must reject all those expenses
not directly providing service to customers. Prior Commission decisions focus on whether utility
"property" is used and useful, not whether each and every expenditure currently provides service.
See, e.g., Portland General Electric, Order No. 87- 1 0 1 7. Similarly, the court in Citizens Utility
Board v. PUC, concluded that ORS 757.355 applies to "propelty" that is not reasonably necessaIY
to and actually providing utility service. See 154 Or App at 7 1 0.
This focus on the project as whole, rather than individual expenditures, is likely due to the
recognition that all construction projects inevitably involve some difficulties. As Staff points out, a
construction crew may need to remove and repour a section of concrete due to improper curing. An
unexpected shortage of certain materials may require the redesign of a building after construction has
started. Although the initial efforts expended in these examples were not directly used in the final
project, they may be, nonetheless, legitimate costs of construction.
For this reason, prudent contractors anticipate that some problems will occur and, in their
bids, include recovery of costs resulting from them. We believe that a utility should be similarly
treated and allowed to recover the costs of all expenditures reasonably related to the completion of a
project that is used and useful in providing utility service. Furthermore, from a practical standpoint,
it would be difficult, if not impossible, to review each line-item expenditure and determine whether
each was used and useful in contributing to a final project.
Of course, this decision does not eliminate the need to carefully review company decisions
during the construction of utility plant. If we determine that utility property is used and useful and
should be included in rate base, we must still examine the prudence of the company's business
decisions in determining the value of the plant in service. As the Commission stated in Portland
General Electric, Order No. 87- 1 0 1 7:
Prudence in planning and constructing a plant is relevant for determining
the valuation of the facility once placed in rate base. If a plant shown to
be used and useful was constructed at an unnecessarily high cost, only the
cost deemed appropriate rather than the actual historical cost, would be
placed in rate base.
In this review, therefore, we must detennine whether the NW Natural's actions and
decisions, based on what it knew or should have known at the time, were prudent in light of
existing circumstances. This analysis includes a review of not only the company's decision to
make an investment, but also to the amount of money it decided to invest. Expenditures found
excessive, unaccounted for, or caused by lack of proper foresight should be deemed imprudent
and disallowed.
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Concerning the second area of disagreement between the parties, we also agree with
NW Natural and Staff that ORS 757.355 does not automatically bar recovery of projects that are
not used and useful. As amended by HB 3220, ORS 757.140(2) expressly provides for the
possibility of return on investment for plant no longer used or useful that would otherwise be
prohibited by ORS 757.355. Thus, if we conclude that the custom CIS effort was a separate
project not used and useful in utility service, we must then determine whether recovery may be
allowed under the conditions set forth in ORS 757. 1 40(2)(a) and (b).
To summarize, in applying traditional regulatory concepts to the evaluation of
NW Natural's CIS project, we begin with an analysis of whether the CIS project is "used and
useful" in providing service. In this review, we focus on the project as a whole, and must
determine whether NW Natural's efforts to develop a custom CIS were reasonably related to the
completed CIS in service today. Ifwe conclude that the custom CIS effort was a separate
project, we must then determine whether recovery may be allowed under amended ORS 757. 140.
In either case, we then proceed with a review of whether the business decisions made by
NW Natural during the CIS development were reasonable and pmdent.
B. Recovery of CIS Investment

As stated above, NW Natural and Staff have entered a stipulation addressing the recovery
ofNW Natural's CIS investment. In order to determine whether the stipulation is reasonable and
should be adopted, we must make our own independent inquiry into the facts and draw our own
conclusions.
1. Used and Useful
Positions of the Parties

NW Natural and Staff contend that the CIS is fully in service and that a majority of the
effort and expense associated with the customized CIS work during the 1992-1995 time period
was directly transferable to later CIS efforts. Although the parties acknowledge that some of the
money spent during the customized effort was not used in the final CIS, they assert that those
efforts were reasonably related to the completion of the CIS. Virtually all constmction involves
some problems. The parties take the position that it is not surprising that a large CIS
development effort encountered some difficulties and delays with computer technology.
NWIGU and CUB dispute the claim that a majority of the effort and expense associated
with the custom CIS was directly transferable to the second phase of the project. They contend
that the custom CIS and the Mirror Pond CIS are separate projects, one of which did not reach
completion. Consequently, both parties dispute NW Natural's expenditures related to the
development of the customized CIS during 1992 to 1995 and recommend the Commission
disallow expenses not related to producing the final CIS. NWIGU also raise questions about
NW Natural's accounting practices related to the CIS investment. Based on a review of an
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extensive amount of CIS-related information, NWIGU and CUB contend that, pursuant to
ORS 757.355, the Commission must disallow $ 1 9.2 million in CIS costs. This amounts to
almost half of the dollars expended by NW Natural during 1992 to 1995, as well as the
$7.75 million in payments to IBM. NWIGU believes that only the data cleansing effort
completed during the AFG I development was used in the modified Mirror Pond CIS.
Commission Resolution

We conclude that NW Natural's efforts to develop a custom CIS were reasonably related
to the completed CIS system, and that both efforts should be considered as part of the same
project. As noted above, it is not unexpected that a project, so large and complex in scope,
would encounter some problems requiring a change in direction. Furthermore, contrary to the
arguments raised by NWIGU and CUB, a majority of the work and cost expended during the
custom phase of the CIS project was moved forward into the final CIS system that is serving
customers today. Indeed, the record shows that most of the work done in the custom phase was
not only salvageable, but was also necessary to ensure the completion of the Mirror Pond project
prior to the Year 2000 deadline. This work involved developing documentation requirements
and business rules, extracting, cleansing and converting data, and the completing of the new data
network with high-speed capability. These findings support the conclusion that the custom CIS
work was not a separate project abandoned by NW Natural, but rather preliminary work that
contributed to the completed CIS.
2. Prudence
Positions of the Parties

Although Staff does not claim that any part ofNW Natural's CIS is not used and useful,
it does believe that NW Natural's CIS costs are too high. It contends that the company should
have known of the risks of pursuing untried technology and the high cost experiences of other
businesses pursuing custom CIS solutions. It faults NW Natural's decision to use object-oriented
technology in its initial efforts. Staff notes that such technology was cutting-edge16 and carried a
higher risk of failure. Staff contends that, by mistakenly discounting the risk of failure relative to
the new technology, NW Natural made questionable choices for which it now asks its customers
to pay.
Staff further argues that NW Natural unnecessarily increased the scale of its data
conversion in the final product to include many more elements than it originally intended with
the initial customized approach. It believes that the company showed a lack of proper foresight
in system development by deciding to generate additional customer histOlY, develop more data
fields and tables to accommodate enhancements to the Mirror Pond product, and by redesigning

16

IBM later used the tenn "bleeding edge" to describe the emerging technology.
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data access to the system. Staff explains that NW Natural's choice of design and system
development led to increased system complexity and, consequently, increased costs.
While Staff believes that certain company decisions were imprudent, it does not identify
specific disallowances because NW Natural was not able to provide Staff with required
information. Staff asked NW Natural to provide costs in formats, such as activity based costing,
that would disclose the functionality of the different developmental stages of the project.
NW Natural responded that it could not produce cost information in such a manner without, in its
opinion, introducing inaccuracies. In data requests, Staff asked the company for costs for the
data conversion, data cleansing, data testing, and Joint Application Development (JAD).
NW Natural responded that its records were not recorded or allocated in this.manner and that
they "simply do not have costs broken down in this fashion." NW Natural stated that it did not
track IBM's costs due to the fixed-price nature of the contract.
Due to the lack of data, Staff performed a cost comparison study of CIS projects
performed by other utilities. Staff believes that comparing NW Natural's CIS per customer costs
with CIS per customer costs incurred by other utilities is a reasonable basis for determining
whether plant investment is reasonable. Staff explains that the per customer cost, taken as a
whole, captures the sum total of the company's decisions on what CIS to buy, what mistakes
were made, and what combination of software and hardware the company finally uses. In other
words, examining the expenditures incurred by other utilities in obtaining similar CIS functions
during a similar period is an appropriate basis for determining whether NW Natural's
expenditures were prudent.
In its study, Staff examined the CIS project costs of 1 7 other utilities, stated on a cost per
customer basis. Staff then adjusted the CIS costs for inflation to determine what the project costs
would be in 1 998 dollars. Staff used the information from the comparative study to create a set
of CIS cost per customer data points so as to create a sample distribution of utility CIS costs.
Using these data points, Staff estimated a cost line showing an average CIS cost for the
distribution. It then defined a reasonableness cost range for utility CIS projects equal to one
standard deviation above and below the average cost line.
Based on its comparative analysis of other utilities, Staff calculated an estimated CIS cost
per customer of $49.75 for a utility ofNW Natural's size. Taking one standard deviation above
this amount, Staff then calculated an upper reasonableness figure for the CIS project of $79.46
per customer. This latter figure, multiplied by the number of customers served by NW Natural,
equals $37.1 million. Staff contends that NW Natural's request for CIS recovery should be
reduced to this upper reasonableness boundary. Staff believes that an inflation-adjusted amount
of$37.1 million is a reasonable amount of CIS costs that should be included in rates.
NW Natural does not agree with Staffs comparative methodology. It criticizes the use of
a comparative analysis to determine reasonable CIS costs, and believes that there is no statistical
relationship between a utility's CIS costs and the number of customers it serves. The company
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contends that its testimony supports a total recovery of$39,825, 1 87 for its CIS investment. This
amount consists of the total gross plant cost of$40,343,000, less about $523,000 reflecting the
cost of some CIS hardware assets that were sold in 1996. NW Natural contends that the business
judgments made by the company during development of the CIS project were prudent and that
the new CIS is providing valuable service to its customers.
Although NW Natural does not agree with Staffs assessment of the CIS project, it views
Staffs $37.1 million gross plant allowance, and the resulting plant disallowance of$2.7 million,
to be a reasonable compromise resolution. For that reason, it agreed to enter the stipulation with
Staff. It believes the stipulation is substantially supported by its testimony, albeit for reasons that
differ from Staffs analysis.
NWIGU opposes the stipulation and argues that it should be rejected. Based on its own
analysis of information provided by NW Natural, NWIGU argues that the Commission should
allow the company to include in rate base only $21 . 1 6 I million of CIS costs. Although
NWIGU's proposed disallowance is based on costs it concludes are not "used and useful" under
its interpretation of ORS 757.355, a majority of its arguments are also relevant in examining
whether the costs were prudently incurred. NWIGU also criticizes NW Natural for making a
prudence review difficult and contributing no effort of its own to perform such an analysis or
assisting Staffs review. It notes that its own witness had to examine 45 unorganized boxes of
documents in making its determination.
NWIGU disapproves of Staffs comparative analysis that served as the basis for the
stipulated disallowance of$2.7 million. It specifically questions Staffs use of one standard
deviation above the CIS cost per customer estimate to establish the upper end of a reasonable
level of expenditures. NWIGU contends that neither Staff nor the company has provided any
justification for that decision. Had Staff simply used the average CIS cost per customer estimate
from the comparison analysis to determine a prudent investment figure, the disallowance would
be $ 1 7.2 million.
CUB also opposes the CIS stipulation based on its "used and useful" analysis under
ORS 757.355. It adopts NWIGU's conclusion that, at most, only $21 . 1 6 million of
NW Natural's CIS investment should be included in rate base. It also faults NW Natural for not
providing activity-based cost information to assist Staff in its prudence review.
Commission Resolution

Like Staff and NWIGU, we agree that NW Natural's CIS expenditures were too high
caused in part by mistakes in company decision making. In choosing an object-oriented database
for the customized CIS effort, NW Natural acknowledged the risks of pursuing an untried
technology. At that time, however, NW Natural apparently lacked the foresight to adequately
evaluate these risks in determining a proper CIS development path. By mistakenly discounting
the risk of failure relative to the benefits of the new technology, NW Natural made questionable
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choices for which it now wants its customers to pay. NW Natural's choice of design and system
development also led to increased system complexity and costs, such as the additional data
conversion processes needed to make the Mirror Pond modification operable.
We also agree with Staff and NWIGU that NW Natural made a prudence review difficult.
The company's inability to provide activity-based cost information, its failure to complete the
requested cost-benefit analysis, and its unorganized CIS records have made this review extremely
difficult. We acknowledge the company's claim that this information is not available due, in
part, to the fact that IBM performed its work under a fixed-price contract. That fact, however,
does not eliminate NW Natural's burden of proof to establish that its expenditures were
prudently incurred. Moreover, we note that, despite NW Natural's claims that such infOlwation
could not be obtained, IBM was contractually required to support and assist NW Natural's efforts
to obtain Commission approval of its CIS investment.
Under these circumstances, we find that Staffs comparative analysis to be a proper
method to evaluate the reasonableness ofNW Natural's CIS costs. At the outset, we note that
the Commission has relied on similar cost comparison methods to assess the prudence of utility
expenditures in other rate cases. See, e.g., In the Matter of the Revised TariffSchedules for
Electric Service in Oregonjiled by Portland General Electric Company, Order No. 95-322. In
this case, Staffs study appropriately compares the choice of technology and range of CIS costs
incurred by similar utilities during approximately the same time NW Natural made its CIS
project decisions. This information provides a reasonable context for determining what
NW Natural knew or should have known about CIS development and evaluation of the
company's expenditures. Staff s comparative analysis confirms that NW Natural's CIS costs
were much higher than average for a utility of its size.
We do not believe, however, that we should rely solely on Staffs cost comparison to
determine the prudence ofNW Natural's actions. As Staff acknowledges, the figures used in its
study represent total costs, not just those found prudent by other regulatory commissions. The
CIS costs for those utilities that underwent a prudence review are much lower than the overall
average per customer cost. For this reason, comparing total costs, as opposed to prudently
incurred CIS costs of other utilities, may produce inflated results. Staffs addition of one
standard deviation to this figure may inflate the determination even further.
Fortunately, in addition to performing a comparative analysis, Staff also considered a
historical approach to determine and evaluate NW Natural's CIS costs. This approach is based
on the assumption that the original project cost is a good estimate of the current cost, after
escalating costs for inflation. Using this method, Staff determined a CIS cost of $26.9 million.
We find this historical cost approach to be another appropriate method to evaluate the
reasonableness ofNW Natural's CIS costs. As Staff explains, historical cost is a valid approach
because NW Natural conducted planning studies, compared and evaluated alternative CIS
systems, and developed project cost estimates prior to the Board of Director's approval in 1 993
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of $24 million for the CIS project. Because NW Natural diligently prepared its studies and cost
estimates, this amount represented NW Natural's best estimate of its CIS project in 1 993.
By using both the historical and comparable cost approach, we can define a reasonable
range of CIS costs between $26.9 million and $37.1 million. Rather than choose the top of this
range for NW Natural, as Staff did, we select the midpoint of the range as a reasonable cost
determination. This equals a gross CIS plant amount of $32 million, resulting in a $7.8 million
disallowance. Based on this record, we find that this level of recovery is appropriate for
NW Natural's CIS investment.
Accordingly, the stipUlation between NW Natural and Staff, allowing $37. 1 million
recovery of gross CIS plant, should be rejected. Based on Staffs comparative and historical cost
analyses, we conclude that NW Natural should be entitled to recover $32 million for its CIS
investment. We believe that this reflects the amount of expenses prudently incurred by the
company in replacing its Legacy CIS system. This recovery leaves an accumulated depreciation
balance of $4.4 million, and an annual depreciation expense relating to the CIS of $2,479,000 in
the test period results.
Although we reject NW Natural's and Staff s stipulated amount of CIS recovery, we
agree with other provisions of the stipulation not challenged by any party. Accordingly, pursuant
to those agreements, NW Natural will, for ratemaking purposes, allocate the entire plant
disallowance to the CIS software account. Furthermore, as further addressed in our discussion of
rate spread, all CIS costs will be allocated to the company's residential and commercial rate
schedules. The parties' other stipulated ratemaking adjustments for the CIS, including deferred
taxes and interest coordination, are adopted.
ISSUE S-23: RATE SPREAD AND RATE DESIGN
Summary of Issue

In its filing, NW Natural sponsored a full LRlC study that showed NW Natural's rates for
small sales customers were below 100 percent of LRl C results, while schedules for large
industrial customers were above 1 00 percent of costs. The question presented is how far we
should move rates towards the LRIC results.
Positions of the Parties

NWIGU points out that the company's LRlC study reveals that there is no relationship
between the incremental costs NW Natural incurs and the rates it charges to its various
customers. That study shows the following rate disparities:
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I - General
2 - Residential
3 - Commercial
4 - Industrial
5 - Industrial
6 - Industrial
1011 1 - Seasonal
21 - Industrial
23 - Industrial
55 - Industrial
90 - Transport
91 - Transport
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Percent of Avg. Marginal Cost
Recovery at Current Rates
76%
88%
87%
1 58%
309%
1 93%
1 05%
120%
6 1 6%
378%
1 75%
161%

NWIGU contends that these rate disparities are unfair to the company's industrial
customers and send inaccurate price signals. Consequently, NWIGU is recommending that the
Commission promptly eliminate these rate disparities and to move al1 rate schedules to equal
recovery ofLRIC.
NWIGU maintains that this can be done without causing rate shock to any customer
class. It explains that, if there is no revenue increase or decrease resulting from this case, the
significant disparities can be eliminated with a one-time 9.2 percent increase to al1 residential and
commercial customer rates. NWIGU adds that the one-time increase would be even less if the
Commission adopts Staffs overal1 recommendation for a revenue reduction. If there is an
overal1 increase in rates, NWIGU acknowledges that there may be a need to phase in the changes,
but adds that, in any event, the company's rates should be brought into parity within two years.
NWIGU also urges the Commission to eliminate the current tariff requirement that
customers must maintain alternate fuel in order to qualifY for interruptible sales or transportation
service. NWIGU contends that customers should be free to halt production rather than instal1
alternate-fuel-burning equipment in order to qualify for interruptible service. It also contends
that the tailblock rate for Schedule 55 should be decreased to 1 .5 cents per thermo NWIGU
contends that the current 2-cent per therrn floor rate may be causing the company to lose sales
that would contribute to fixed cost recovery.
NWIGU concludes its arguments with a proposal to create an additional declining block
for Schedules 90 and 9 1 for monthly usage similar to the larger blocks of the special contracts.
NWIGU notes that both schedules currently have a tailblock for al1 usage in excess of
250,000 therrns per month. NWIGU recommends the Commission create a new block for usage
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from 250,000 to 1 ,000,000 therms per month, and then add a new tailblock for usage in excess of
1 ,000,000 per month. NWIGU contends that the rate for the new tailblock should be 1 .5 cents
per therm for Schedule 91 and 1 .9 cents per therm for Schedule 90.
Staff objects to most ofNWIGU's proposals. At the outset, Staff notes that
NW Natural's LRIC study is conceptual and should not be applied directly for rate determination
purposes. Staff notes that LRIC revenues are understated compared to embedded cost of service,
partly because NW Natural did not allocate $34 million per year in administrative and general
expenses to LRIC margins. Further, Staff notes that the company's study excludes about
$22 million per year in British Columbia transportation charges. It also points out that the value
of service (elasticity) factors have been used to gross up "indicated" margins rather than using a
cost of service reconciliation. For these and other reasons, Staff maintains that NW Natural's
LRIC study is not accurate enough to be the sole basis for final rates, as advocated by NWIGU.
Staff agrees that rates should be moved towards, but not to, LRIC results. It first
recommends that certain schedules be targeted for rate decreases. Staff proposes that Schedules
23 and 91 receive a 1 0 percent decrease, which would shift $632 thousand and $607 thousand,
respectively, in revenue requirement to other schedules. Staff also advocates a 20 percent
decrease in Schedule 90 rates, and that the rates be replicated for Schedule 6 rates to give
industrial customers a comparable choice between firm transportation service on Schedule 90 or
firm sales on Schedule 6.
Staff next recommends that the revenue requirement for NW Natural's CIS be allocated
to residential and commercial schedules based on the number of customers and that, for rate
design purposes, customer charges on these two schedules be increased by $ 1 .00 per month. It
also proposes that the Mist II storage costs be spread to low load factor sales schedules in
relation to their contribution to peak load demand. Staff also believes that the residual revenue
requirement change should be spread to Schedules I through 2 1 , except Schedules 5 and 6, on an
equal ,percentage of margin allocation. Staff notes that this residual might be either a positive or
negative number depending upon the final resolution of the issues in this case. Staff adds that
equal percentage of margin is an appropriate allocator for the residual because margins are not
distorted by commodity gas cost.
Staff recommends no general rate change for Schedules 5 or 55. Staff explains that, for
all practical purposes, Schedule 5 is currently used only in conjunction with special contracts.
Because these contracts are negotiated to compete with market-based alternatives such as bypass
and oil, Staff does not believe that this schedule should be adjusted for any general rate change.
Similarly, Staff further explains that Schedule 55 is market-based and rates are automatically
adjusted each month based on an oil price formula. Again, for this reason, Staff recommends
that no general rate change be applied to Schedule 55. It does not believe that the tailblock rate
should be decreased from 2 cents per term, as advocated by NWIGU.
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Staff does not support NWIGU's tailblock proposals for Schedule 90, Firm
Transportation Service. Staff explains that NWIGU's proposed new tail block size of 1 million
therms per month averages out to usage of more than 32,000 therms per day. Staff does not
believe it would be appropriate to offer a tail block incentive for very large sized firm loads at
what are essentially interruptible tailblock rates. Staff does agree, however, with NWIGU's
proposal to establish a new tailblock for Schedule 9 1 , Interruptible Transportation Service.
Because the utility does not have an obligation to provide interruptible transportation during
times when distribution system capacity is needed for higher priority loads, Staff believes that
large interruptible load can generally be accommodated. Staff notes that the tailblock rate on
Schedule 91 should be 2.0 cents per therm, not 1.5 cents per thenn as recommended by NWIGU.
Staff explains that the higher amount corresponds to LRIC results that are adjusted to include a
reasonable allocation of the administrative and general expenses.
Finally, Staff suppolis NWIGU's proposal to eliminate the alternative fuel capability
requirement for Schedules 23, 90, and 91 if sufficient conditions exist to control the unauthorized
use of gas. Staff notes that, although NW Natural's tariffs already establish certain requirements
and penalties to ensure proper use of gas by interruptible customers, the existing tariff conditions
alone are insufficient to control unauthorized use. Therefore, if the alternative fuel capacity
requirement is eliminated, Staff recommends the Commission specifY that customers who have
been in substantial violation of curtailment or entitlement notices shall be involuntarily
transferred to Schedule 4 firm sales service for a 1 2-month period beginning the following
May 1 . Staff also asks the Commission to explicitly authorize NW Natural to physically close
off industrial service valves during times of unauthorized use as necessary to preserve system
integrity. It further believes that, in any event, the alternative fuel capability requirement be
retained for Schedule 55 because its monthly market-based rates are driven by the customers'
ability to burn a certain type of fuel.
NW Natural generally agrees with Staffs recommendations. Although it believes that its
LRIC study is an objective and thorough review of the cost of serving customers, the company
contends that Staffs proposals to move rates towards the LRIC results are reasonable and should
be adopted. In response to NWIGU's arguments, NW Natural notes that the Commission is not
legally required to move rates entirely to LRIC results and adds that no regional utility has gone
all the way to marginal cost pricing concepts. It also adds that adopting NWIGU's proposal to
move rates to LRIC results would cause high levels of customer migration from higher to lower
margin schedules, thereby generating revenue and margin loss that would either prohibit the
company from earning a fair return or ensuring customer rate increases in the future. According
to NW Natural, these and other considerations dictate against wholesale movement to LRIC.
NW Natural also supports the elimination of the alternate fuel requirement on all
interruptible sales and transportation schedules with the exception of Schedule 55. NW Natural
expands on the conditions proposed by Staff, and states that it would accept the elimination of
the requirement if:
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I.

The intenuptible customer must make their site ready to accommodate the use and
installation of electronic metering devices.

2.

The interruptible customer must provide NW Natural with up to three pager and
fax numbers of authorized persons that will respond to a call for curtailment.

3.

The interruptible customer agrees to accept curtailment/entitlement notification by
fax/page only, and agrees to be responsible to contact NW Natural to confirm the
notice, ask questions, or request emergency gas, as applicable.

4.

NW Natural must be able to enforce a cUliailment order with:
a.

the right to physically disconnect or valve-off an interruptible customer
that does not comply with a curtailment order, and to assess a restoration
charge of $ 1 50.00 during normal business hours and $600.00 after normal
business hours; and

b.

the right to transfer the customer to a finn service rate schedule for a
minimum one-year tenn, for all or part of the customer's gas usage. The
portion to be transfen'ed to a firm service rate schedule would be
detennined as the total of the volumes taken by the customer in excess of
the volumes allowed in the curtailment order, converted to an equivalent
daily amount. The effective date of the rate schedule transfer will be the
first full gas day following the date of service restoration; and

c.

the right to assess an unauthorized use charge in the amount of $1 0.00 per
therm for all volumes taken in excess of the volumes allowed in the
curtailment order.

5.

NW Natural would reserve theright to permanently refuse to provide interruptible
sales or transportation service to any customer that violates two or more
curtailment orders.

6.

Emergency gas will continue to be made available at company's sole discretion.

If the Commission agrees to eliminate the alternate fuel requirement from all schedules (except
Schedule 55) on the these conditions, NW Natural states that it will conform its intenuptible
and transportation schedules other than Schedule 55 accordingly in the company's compliance
filing in this docket.
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Finally, NW Natural does differ with Staffs response to NWIGU's proposal to reduce the
Schedule 55 floor rate from 2 cents to 1 . 5 cents per thermo Because Schedule 55 is a market
based rate tied to the price of oil, NW Natural contends that lowering the floor price would
prevent the migration of these customer to oil when oil prices are low.
Commission Resolution

After our review, we reject NWIGU's proposal to immediately move NW Natural's rates
all the way to LRI C results. First, we share the concerns identified by Staff about the accuracy of
the company's LRIC study. The exclusion of certain demand and capacity charges from the
LRIC study has exaggerated over-recovery of some schedules results, while understating
recovery of others. Staff has provided persuasive evidence that, if these costs are included, the
industrial schedules are not massively overpriced as claimed by NWIGU. Second, we agree that
rates should be moved towards actual costs caused by each customer class. With increasing
competition, public policy dictates continued movement towards rate parity. However, rates
should be moved in a manner that prevents rate shock. Moreover, moving NW Natural's rates
fully to LRIC would potentially injure the company's competitive position.
We find Staffs approach to be a more reasonable method of moving rates towards LRlC
in this docket. While not agreeing with all the particulars of the company's LRlC study, Staff
reasonably considered the results ofthe study and addressed NWIGU's concerns by targeting
certain schedules for rate reductions. Staff also recognized that the revenue requirement
resulting from the Mist II and CIS investments should not be borne by transportation service
customers members, but rather allocated to the commercial and residential customers for whom
the investments were made. In short, Staff has reasonably moved the company's schedules by
reducing key industrial rates, maintaining rates for current market-based schedules, and
increasing residential and commercial rates.
We also agree with Staffs suggestion to adopt NWIGU's proposed newtailblock for
Schedule 9 1 , but not Schedule 90. Because NW Natural can generally accommodate large loads
on the distribution system with interruptible class schedules, an additional declining rate for
interruptible transportation service is appropriate for Schedule 9 1 . The company does not have
such flexibility with firm class schedules, which imply an obligation to provide firm service
regardless of the customer's location on the distribution system. Therefore, we share Staff s
view that a new tailblock is not appropriate for Schedule 90. Instead, we agree with Staffthat the
. Schedule 90 rates should be reduced 20 percent and replicated for Schedule 6. In addition, we
adopt Staffs rate policy that tailblock (as well as any preceding block) rates be no less than
2 cents per therm for interruptible class transportation service. This applies to both Schedule 91
and Schedule 55. NWIGU's and NW Natural's reliance on the LRlC study to support a lower
rate is misplaced, given the problems with the study identified by Staff.
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We accept NWIGU's proposal to eliminate the alternative fuel capability requirement for
Schedules 23, 90, and 9 1 . As noted by NWIGU, the alternative fuel requirement was included in
NW Natural's tariffs to help ensure that interruptible customers could comply with curtailment
orders by switching to alternative fuels, such as oil, propane, or wood fuel. That requirement is
not needed if other safeguards are established. We find those conditions proposed by
NW Natural would reasonably allow the company to assure that interruptible customers comply
with curtailment orders. Accordingly, the Commission adopts them.
We do not believe that the alternative fuel capability should be eliminated for
Schedule 55. Because the pricing structure of Schedule 55 is based on the customer having a real
competitive alternative in fuel oil, we agree with NW Natural that Schedule 55 must remain
available only to those industrial customers who actually have alternative fuel capability.
Finally, NW Natural and Staff concur on amortization of prudently incurred Y2K
expenditures. The arumal $ 1 .2 million amortization expense related to Y2K activities will be
recovered through a separate tariff instead of being included in base rates. See page 6 of
Appendix D. After gross-up for revenue sensitive effects, the related revenue requirement is
$1 ,234,000 per year on a system basis, or $ 1 , 1 65,000 per year for Oregon. The Y2K costs will
be spread to rate schedules 1 , 2, 3, 4, 1 0, 19, and 2 1 on an equal percent of margin basis. This is
similar to Staff s rate spread for the residual revenue requirement; however, the Y2K rate
increments are temporary and will be removed once the costs have been fully recovered.
IV. ADDITIONAL ISSUE: PGA EARNINGS REVIEW

In our recent investigation to examine policies and procedures related to the recovery of
purchased gas costs, we concluded that the ROE determined in this docket shall serve as the
baseline ROE for NW Natural's PGA-related spring earnings review. See Order No. 99-272 at 9.
This baseline ROE is adjusted annually by the amount of change in the average of the 5-, 7- and
1 0- year U.S. Treasury interest rates. We also concluded that, for purpose of the first adjustment,
the amount of change would be calculated using the risk-free rate that was used to detennine the
ROE in UG 132.
Accordingly, we clarify that the 1 0.25 percent cost of equity we calculated above for
NW Natural shall serve as the initial benchmark ROE for the company's PGA-related earnings
review. Furthermore, that benchmark ROE shall be adjusted by the change in the risk-free rate,
6.3 percent, used in this case.
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ORDER NO.

9 9 - 69 7

CONCLUSIONS

1.

NW Natural is a public utility subject to the Commission's jurisdiction.

2.

The stipulation, attached as Appendix C, should be rejected. The stipulation,
attached as Appendix D, should be adopted.

3.

Based on the record in this case, NW Natural's rates that result from the
stipulation and the Commission's conclusions in the body of this order are just
and reasonable.
ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that:
1.

The tariff revisions filed by NW Natural on October 16, 1998, are
pelmanently suspended.

2.

The stipulation attached as Appendix D is adopted in its entirety.

3.

NW Natural may file revised tariffs consistent with findings of fact and
conclusions of law contained in this order, to be effective no earlier than
three business days after receipt by the Commission.

, N OV 12 1999

Made, entered, and effective ------7''''r-----,,-,c--I'

Ron Eachus

��

L
c7
-I/�

Joan H. Smith

CommissIOner
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ORDER NO.

99-

69 7

A party may request rehearing or reconsideration of this order pursuant to ORS 756.5 6 1 .
A request for rehearing o r reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days
of the date of service of this order. The request must comply with the requirements of OAR 8600 1 4-0095. A copy of any such request must also be served on each party to the proceeding as
provided by OAR 860-013-0070. A party may appeal this order to a court pursuant to
ORS 756.580.
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Twelve Months Ended December 31 , 1 998
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($000)
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Year
Results
1

2

3
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
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�
X
»
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I
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12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19

20

, 21
""
22
23

Operating Revenues
Sale of Gas

Revenue & Technical Adjustments
Transportation
Miscellaneous Revenues

Total Operating Revenues
Operating Revenue Deductiuons
Gas Purchased

Uncollectible Accrual
Other O&M Expenses

Total O&M Expenses
Federal Income Taxes
State Excise
Property Taxes
Other Taxes
Depreciation & Amortization

Total Operating Rev. Deductions
Net Operating Revenues
Average Rate Base
Utility Plant in Service

Accumulated Depreciation & Amortization

Net Utility Plant
Aid in Advance Construction
Materials & Supplies

24

Water Heater Program

25

Leasehold Improvements
Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes

26

27
28

29

Total Average Rate Base
Rate of Return
Implied Return on Equity

Adjustments

Adjusted

Reasonable

Re� ults

Return

(b)

Ic)

$381 ,495
274
21 ,020
1 ,353
$404,1 42

$10,515
(274)
(1 ,509)
238
$8,970

� 392,010
o

$174,894
1 ,630
73,916
$250,440

$6,833
(257)
(4,421)
$2,155

S 1 81 ,727

(a)

..

1 8,637
2,977
8,373
14,554
44,038
$339,019

2,643
489
612
162
(1 ,044)
$5,017

$65,123

$3,953

$1,166,128
(385,644)

$780,484
(1,817)
24,875
77
1 ,832
(51 ,81 1 )

$753;640
8.64%
9.69%

i

Required--··
Change for

Test

0
$20,161
272
- ---------

$20,433
0
2,100
0
0
820

$23,353

(d)

21 ,280
3,466
8,985
14,716
42,994
$3: 44,036
-

:
-_.-

Return
(e)

� t-

$392,270

o

19,511
1 ,591
$413,372

$260

1 ,373
. 69,495
$252,595
:

I

I

r----

1 9,511
1 ,591
S 413,1 12

Results at
Reasonable

-

_
.

_
-

-

- ----

1

.
_

-

-

$1

-

-

$181 ,727
1 ,374
69,495
-$252,596

_
.
_

-

-

83
16

I

$1 06-

21 ,363 1
3,482
8,985
14,722
42,994
$344,142

$69,076

$154

$69,230

1 86,289
385,E2)

$0

$1,1 86,289
(385,372

800,917
(1 ,817)
26,975
77
1 ,832
(50,991)
$776,993
:
8.89%
10.21%

-

-

6

J

$0

-_.. •._- --_..•

$0

I

I

I

.._.1.

$800,917
(1,81
26,975
77
1 ,832
(50,991'

(0
(0
I

0)
(,0

-J

---

$776,993
8.91%
1 0.25%
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NW NATURAL
Results of Operations - UG 132
Twelve months ended 12131198
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INPUT ASSUMPTIONS
COST OF CAPITAL - 12 months ending 12131198
Long Term Debt
Preferred Stock
Common Equity

REVENUE SENSITIVE COSTS

Operating Revenue Deductions

�:

-0
rn
z

�
Ie

COST

47.51%
4.78%
47.71 %

7.75%
7.06%
1 0.25%

3.68%
0.34%
4.89%

8.91% ]

J
1 .00000

Revenues

�I

COST

1 00.00%

Total

WEIGHTED

% of CAPITAL

Uncollectible Accounts

Taxes Other - Franchise

- OPUC fee

0.00413
0.02150
0.00250

_ T=", ,,oo�

0.97187

State Income Tax @ 6.24%

0.06064

Federal Taxable Income

0.91123

,"',,,, ,,_ T� @ '"
ITC

0.31893
0.00000

Current FIT

0;31893

Total Excise Taxes

0.37957

Total Revenue Sensitive Costs

0.40770

Utility Operating Income

0.59230

Net-to-Gross Factor

1.68834 1
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NW NATURAL
Adjustments to Results of Operations · UG 132
Twelve Months ended December 31, 1998
!$0001
02-Nov-99I
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1

2

3

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

�

-u
m

e

X
-

J>

11

Operating Revenues
Sale of Gas

Revenue & Technical Adjustments
Miscellaneous Revenues

Total Operating Revenues
Operating Revenue Deductions
Gas Purchased

Uncollectible Accrual

Other O&M Expenses

Total O&M Expenses

Federal Income Taxes
State Excise

14

Other Taxes

15

Depreciation & Amortization

16

Property Taxes

Total Operating Rev. Deductions

17

Net Operating Revenues

'"

18

Average Rate Base

0
'l1

19

Utility Plant in Service

20

Accumulated Depreciation & Amortization

-u

�
m
'"

21

Net Utility Plant

22

Aid in Advance Construction

23

Materials & Supplies

24

25

26 27

Federal &

PGA

Repricing

Repricing

Effect on

Weather

Transportation

Other

State

Effects

Sales Vols.

Normalization

Margins

Revenue

income Tax

Advertising

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

(S-4)

(50S)

Adjustment
(S-6)

(507)

(501)

(503)

(S-2)

($4,677)

$2,891

$12,705

($404)

(1 ,509)

Transportation

12

13

AMI

(274)

($1 ,913)

238
($36)

4,526
52

(8)

(1 )

$2,319

$4,578

2,567
488

($8)

(610)
(116)

($1)

(100)

69

305

(46)

6

(1,899)

2,584

7,938

(11)

($2,778)

$307

$4,767

(780)
($1,133)

($25)

$0

$0

.

$2,891

$12,705

(19)

2,307
12

($19)

($4,677)

(1,496)
(284)

$0

165
31

-

. .-._---

..- . - - - - _ . _ - - -_.,. . ._---_

$0

-_..._. ,._-- -,-------.------- .. -

$0

.. _.-

""--------_

(13)
(3)

$0

$0

$0

- ---

(808)
($808)

__

_

265
50

407
65
472

(493)

($472)

$493

$0

$0
CO
CO

Water Heater Program

,

Leasehold Improvements
Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes

Total Average Rate Base

Revenue Requirement Effect

- -----

$0
$4,690

$0
($518)

$0
($8,048)

$0

$0

$1

$1,913

$42

$797

--

�
($832)
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Adjustments to Results of Operations - UG 132
Twelve Months ended December 31, 1998
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Memberships

Sales &

Property

Donations

Marketing

Tax

Uncollectible

Public Relations

Wage & Salary

Workforce

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

(S-10)

(S-11)

(S-12)

(S-13)

(S-14)

(8-9)

(S-8)

n
4

6

Operating Revenue Deductions

9
10

<0
-0
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6

X
-

:l>
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Revenue & Technical Adjustments
TransportaUon
Miscellaneous Revenues

Total Operating Revenues

8

11

UncoliecUble Accrual
Other O&M Expenses

Total O&M Expenses
Federal Income Taxes
State Excise

14

Other Taxes

15

Depreciation & Amortization

16

Property Taxes

Total Operating Rev. Deductions

17

Net Operating Revenues

18

Average Rate Base

19

Utility Plant in Service

20

Accumulated Depreciation & Amortization

21

Net Utility Plant

22

Aid in Advance Construction

23

Materials & Supplies

24

Water Heater Program

26

Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes

25

27

$0

$0

(121)
($121)

(1 ,288)
($1,288)

.-.�---

----- -------_.- -_._-----_._._-_. .-._--------

$0

$0

Gas Purchased

12
13

Governmental

Operating Revenues
Sale of Gas

5

7

Communication

Dues &

40
8

423
80

$0

___

_ _ __�_�__�

(128)
(24)
391

$0

(293)

i41�!L.� _
($419)
.

($293)

_�_�_____ � .

(73)

(785)

239

(179)

(255)

$73

$785

($239)

$179

$255

$0

$0

$0

Revenue Requirement Effect

------------------,----- --------

$0
($123)

$0

($1,325)

==�$;,;O�
$404

$O

��___

___

($302)

�1D

($517)
185
35

(33)

(39)

(259)

- ---�-

. .-,.- ------

(336)

$259

$336

($86)

($230)

($86)

($230)

- � - --------��-.---.

Leasehold Improvements

Total Avera�ge Rate Base

($394)
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$0

$0
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26
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$0

$0
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Twelve Months ended December 31, 1998
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1

2

3

3

4

�
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�
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»
-
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G'>
m
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o
"

Cf

11

12

13

Miscellaneous Revenues

Uncollectible Accrual
Other O&M Expenses

Total O&M Expenses
Federal Income Taxes
State Excise

15

Depreciation

18

& Amortization

Total Operating Rev_ Deductions

I Net Operating Revenues
Average Rate Base

19

Utility Plant in Service

20

Accumulated Depreciation & Amortization

21
22
23

24

25

2S
27

Cost

Retirement

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

Adjustment

(5-15)

(5-16)

(S-17)

(S-18)

(S-19)

(5-20)

(S-21)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

36�
$36

172
$172

(689)
(131)
221

247
47

(145)
(28)

(1,005)

19

641
214

(521)
(227)

400
227

$1,005

($19)

($214)

$227

($227)

(1 ,657)
($1,657)
548
104

___

(14)
(3)

Property Taxes
Other Taxes

17

Y2K

$0

$0

J�L

$0

3

513
98

Gas Purchased

14
16

CIS

Revenue & Technical Adjustments

Operating Revenue Deductions

10

Mist

Transportation

6

9

Overhead

Sale of Gas

Total Operating Revenues

8

Conversion

Bonus

Operating Revenues

5
7

Insurance

Payroll

Net Utility Plant

($352)

$170

($352)

$170

Aid in Advance Construction

$27,322
(321)
$27,001

_ _ __._ _ ____� ��.� _ _

($7,825)
5�
($7,232)

�_
_

_ _ ._

.

�

.

��_ �

($9)

(5)

._

_�_____ __�_ .

(1,564)
(953)

$5

$953

$0

$0

$1, 162
.

$1,162

.

__ __� ___ __

2,100

Materials & Supplies

co
CO

Water Heater Program
Leasehold Improvements
Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes

Total Average Rate Base
Revenue Requirement Effect
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=-_.__��___ � .___ _.�_____
______�_____"
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($352)

$170

$28,967
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$1,162

($1,750)

$58

$4,719

($1,328)
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$0
($8)

$0
($1,609)
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Twelve Months ended December 31, 1998
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-�----·----'

Capital

,I

Stock

Total
Adjustments

Expense
Adjustment
(5-22)

1

Operating Revenues
Sale of Gas
Revenue & Technical Adjustments

, 2
3

3

Transportation
Miscellaneous Revenues

4

5

Total Operating Revenues

6

Operating Revenue Deductions

7

Uncollectible Accrual
Other O&M Expenses

9
10

"U

�

-

X

12

Federal Income Taxes
State Excise

14

Other Taxes

15

Depreciation

13

16

;g
�

17

"'I

�

",I

18
19

20

21

Property Taxes

& Amortization

Total Operating Rev. Deductions

1

($584)

Net Operating Revenues
Average Rate Base
Utility Plant in Service
Accumulated Depreciation

& Amortization

Net Utility Plant

22

Aid in Advance Construction
Materials

24

26
27

2,643
489
612
162
(1,044)
584 1---S:017
a

o

23
25

j

6,833
(257)
(4,421) ,
$2,155

584
$584

Total O&M Expenses

11

;l>

l

Gas Purchased

8

�

$10,515
(274)
(1 ,509) ,
238 !
$0 i-- ;8,970-

$0

$20,161
272
$20,433
o

o

Water Heater Program

o

Leasehold Improvements

820

Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes

Revenue Requirement Effect

$3,953

2,100

& Supplies

Total Averag.e Rate Base

I

====="$�O
$986

$23,353
($3.159)

J

<0
<0
I
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<0
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OREGON RATE SPREAD IN UG-132

Separate
Schedule
Rate

Service

OR Margin Mist II-OR

CIS-OR

Targeted

Sch

Description

Revenues Allocation

Allocation

Mitigation

1

General Sales

2

Residential Sales

3

Com, Inst. Industrial

4

Large Finn

6

10
19
21
23
90
91

e x
"
ttl
....

$
$
$
$

4
2,728
1,261

$
$
$

562

464

$
Gas Light
$
Firm High Load Facto $
Hi Priority Interruptible $
Basic Firm Transport $
Basic Interrupt Transp $
Seasonal & Off Peak

$

(467)

839
17
3,789

$
$
$

3,212
1 ,779
6,077

$

4,457

$

5,254

=

$
$
$
$

32
4,660

Firm Capacity Sales

Totals-Oregon

" :<0
iJ)
"
m m
.... e

332
$
$ 153,969
$ 54,687
$ 32,052

Residual

$
$
$

% of mar

(12)
(5,370)
(1,907)
(1 , 1 1 8)
(29)
(1)
(132)

(632)
(356)
(607)

$ (2,062) $

General

Annual

Base Rate

Y2K

Change

Therms

Change

Change

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

H$

(8,568

24

488

2,018

308,425

(84)

1 37,972

(654)

120,422

(467)

29,283

(29)

2.542

(1 )

49

(1 32)

1 1 , 051

(632)

18,438

(356)

16,134

(607)

84.696

H

(919

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.05001
0.00654
(0.00061
(0.00543

$
$
$
$

Y2K

2

730
259
152

(0.01595
(0.01 1 5 1

4

(0.01210

o

(0. 0 1 1 96

18

(0.03429
(0.02206
(0.00717

$

Current

Total

temp incr Ave Rates Change

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.00323
0.00237
0.00188
0.00126
0.00157
0.00165
0.00163

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.88

6. 1 %

0.69

1 .3%

0.59

0.2%

0.46

-0.9%

0.33

-4.8%

0.44

-2.2%

0.55

-1.9%

0.53

-1.9%

0.34

-10.0%

0.11

-20.0%

0.07

-10.0%

1,165

Footnotes:
a. Oregon revenue requirement changes have been taken as 94.445% of system based on company's case. i.e. $1 ,234 system change is a $1,165 Oregon change.
b. For rate deSign, increase Schedules 2 and 3 Customer Charges by $1.00/month and decrease usage rates accordingly. i.e. RS 2 (SO.01481 )/th; RS 3 (SO.00400)lth.

c. For Schedule 91, add a new 2.0 centltherm tai1block for usage over 1 million therrns/month.
d. There is no general rate change for Rate Schedules C, 5, 15, 54, and 55.
e.

Dollars and therms are in thousands.
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RECEIVED
STIPULATION
(Customer Information System)
/

JUL
Public

Utility

1 5 1999
Commission of Oregon

Administrative Hearings DiviSion

Date Entere d :

July 6:, 1 999

Parties to Stipulation:

Northwest Natural Gas Company ("NW Natural" or
"Company"); Oregon Public Utility Commission Staff
("Staff')

Docket:

NW Natural General Rate Case
Docket UG 1 32

Authority:

ORS 757. 2 1 0 ; OAR 860-01 4-0085

1 . Plant: NW Natural and Staff stipulate to a gross plant amount of $37, 1 1 9,497
for the Company's new Customer Information System ("CIS"), representing a
disallowance for ratemaking purposes of $2,705,687 from the Company's
case as filed.

2. Accumulated Depreciation: NW Natural and Staff stipulate to an accumulated
dep reciation balance of $4, 8 1 9 ,291 for the CIS, representing a disallowance
for ratemaking purposes of $204,980 from the Company's case as filed.
3 . Depreciation Expense: NW Natural and Staff stipulate to annual depreciation
expense relating to the CIS of $2, 8 1 9,839, representing a disallowance for
ratemaking p u rposes of $ 1 80,379 from the Company's case as filed.
4. Allocation of Plant Disallowance: NW Natural and Staff stipulate that for
ratemaking purposes NW Natural will allocate the entire plant disallowance to
the C I S software account. This treatment does not represent an acceptance
by either party of the other party's rationale for a disallowance, or a precedent
for treatment of this issue in future rate cases or earnings test proceedings.

5. Related Adjustments: NW Natural and Staff stipu late to related ratemaking
?djustments for the CIS including deferred taxes and interest coordination.

6 . Rate Spread Treatment: NW Natural and Staff stipulate to an allocation of
C I S costs to the Company's rate schedules by assigning the CIS cost of
service for recovery from residential and commercial customers through a
combination of revisions to the customer charges and energy charges in
these rate schedules. S pecifically, CIS revenue requirement (Oregon) will be
allocated 88.7 percent to Schedule 2, 1 0 .7 percent to Schedule 3, and 0.6
percent to Schedule 1 . I n addition, for rate design purposes, the customer

APPENDIX C
PAGE: 1 OF 2
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STIPULATION
Page 2

charges on Schedules 2 and 3 will be increased by $ 1 . 00 per month with the
difference applied to their respective usage charges.
7. Future Ratemaking Treatment: NW Natural and Staff stipulate that NW
Natural will make ratemaking adjustments equivalent to those defined in this
Stipulation in future general rate cases and earnings test proceedings, unless

and until it is required to record impairment write-downs of its CIS assets due
to a settlement of the rate case issue on these terms.

8. Other Provisions: In order to support the incorporation of this Stipulation into
a final order of the Commission, NW Natural and Staff further agree:

(a) NW Natural and Staff have negotiated this Stipulation as an integrated
document. Accordingly, if the Commission rejects all or any material part
of this Stipulation, or adds elements to any final order which are not
contemplated by this Stipulation, then both NW Natural and Staff reserve
the right to withdraw from this Stipulation upon written notice to the
Commission and to the other party to the Stipulation within five business
days of service of the final order rejecting or changing this Stipulation.
(b) This Stipulation and all transcripts and NW Natural and Staff testimony
and exhibits relating to CIS shall be entered into the record as evidence.
With respect to the issues covered by this Stipulation, NW Natural and
Staff ag ree to waive cross examination of one another at any hearing held
in this docket. NW Natural and Staff agree to support approval of this
Stipulation throughout this proceeding.
(c) NW Natural and Staff have executed this Stipulation to resolve identified
issues in this proceeding. With respect to the dollar amou nts referenced
in this Stipulation, neither NW Natural nor Staff shall be deemed to have
accepted or consented to the principles, methods or theories employed i n
arriving a t such amounts referenced i n this Stipulation.
SO STIPULATED:

Name:
Title:

tt...jv... 'r

C,,-<VJ(

("<... �

For NortHwest Natural Gas Company

Name:
Title:
For OPUC Staff
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On October 1 6 , 1 998, Northwest Natural Gas Company, d . b . a . NW
Natural, ("NW Natural") filed for a general rate revision affecting its Oregon price
schedules (NWN Advice No. 98-20). The revised price schedules are based on NW
Natural's proposed 1 998 calendar year test period revenue requi rement. In support of
the 1 998 test period revenue requirement, NW Natural's October 1 6, 1 998 filing
included the company's filed testimony, exhibits and work'papers. The company's Test
Year Results before adjustments (the ''Test Year Results") are shown in column (a) of
Exhibit NWN/30 1 , Evans/1 . The Commission suspended the company's filing for further
proceedings. This docket, Docket UG 1 32 , is the p roceeding for resolution of the issues
raised in the company's filing.
P u rsuant to the procedural schedule(s) adopted by the Administrative Law
- Judge in this docket, Staff of the Oregon Public Utility Commission ("Staff') filed
testimony, exhibits, and work papers in support of its pOSition conceming NW Natural's
propo?ed revenue requirement on all issues except cost of capital on March 1 7, 1 99 9 .
Also pursuant t o the p rocedural schedule, intervenor Northwest Industrial Gas Users
("NWIGU") filed testimony and exhibits in support of its position concerning NW
Natural's revenue requirement and other issues on March 25, 1 99 9 . NW Natural
supplemented its filed case with additional testimony, exhibits and work papers in
support of its position on cost of capital issues on March 30, 1 999, and In support of its
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C I S plant on January 1 9 , 1 999. NW N atural and Staff filed rebuttal testimony on May

1 4, 1 999. On June 1 1 , 1 99 9 , Staff filed surrebuttal testimony on certain issues raised in
NW Natural's rebuttal testimony. On June 1 8 , 1 999, NWIGU filed su rrebuttal testimony
on certain issues raised in NW Natural's and Staff's rebuttal testimony.
Also pursuant to the procedural schedule in this docket, the parties
engaged in formal settlement discussions in February, 1 99 9 , pu rsuant to notice, and the
u n dersigned parties have entered into the following stipulations and agreements as to
the resolution and ratemaking treatment of some issues raised in this p roceeding. This
Stipulation and Agreement ("Stipulation") is presented for the Commission's approval
u n der OAR 860- 1 4-0085 as a partial settlement of issues in this proceeding.
Accordingly, it is hereby stipulated and agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I :

Introduction of Evidence

1 .0

The direct, supplemental, and rebuttal evidence of NW Natural, and

the evidence of other undersigned parties to this Stipulation, on issues in this
proceeding which are within the scope of this Stipulatio n , are jointly offered into
evidence in the record in this docket by these parties without objection. As to the issues
addressed in this Stipulation and in the evidence of the parties, the undersigned parties
agree that the. ratemaking adjustments incorporated in this Stipulation are supported in
the evidence and are reasonable for pu rposes of this proceeding. For purposes of
future rate proceedings, however, the undersigned parties shall not be deemed to have
approved, accepted, or consented to any facts or ratemaking principles or methods that
may be represented by these adjustments except where the same is exp licitly set forth.
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The undersigned parties agree that all applicable rate adjustments incorporated in this
Stipulation shall be made in eamings test filings pursuant to Order No. 99-272 .
ARTICLE I I : Test Year Results
2.0

The undersigned parties agree to the following stipulated

adjustments to NW Natural's unadjusted test year results contained in NW Natural's
October 1 6 , 1 998, filing. Designations beginning with "S-" are issues identified in Staff's
March 1 7 , 1 999 testimony.
2.1

Staff Issue S-2.

The undersigned parties agree to adjust test year

results by increasing Sale of Gas revenues by $2, 8 9 1 ,000, and by increasing
P u rchased Gas Costs by $2,307,000, to account for the effects of updating customer
counts and re-pricing sales volumes at NW Natural's Oregon permanent rates.
2.2

Staff Issue S-3.

The undersigned parties agree that unadjusted

test year results will be adjusted by increasing Sale of Gas revenues by $ 1 2 ,705,000
and by further increasing Pu rchased Gas Costs by $4,526,000, to change test year
volumes for the effects of residential and commercial weather normalization and
industrial volume n ormalization.
2.3.

Staff Issue S-4.

The undersigned parties agree that unadjusted

test year revenue wil l be adjusted by decreasing Sale of Gas revenues by $404,000,
and fu rthe r decreasing transportation revenues by $1 ,509,000, to reflect normalization
of industrial customer revenues and anticipated Schedule 55 interruptible margin based
on the most recent 1 2-month oj[ prices, consistent with the UG 81 Stipulation and
Agreement.
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Staff Issue S-5. The undersigned parties agree that u nadjusted

test year results will be adjusted to account for "other revenues" by decreasing Revenue
and Technical Adjustments by $274,000, and increasing Miscellaneous Revenues by
$23S,000, to reflect a reasonable representation of test year results.
2.5

Staff Issue S-6 . The undersigned parties agree that unadjusted

test year results will be restated by increasing Federal Income Tax expense by
$407,000, by further increasing State Income Tax expense by $65,000, and by further
decreasing Accu mulated Deferred Income Taxes by $ 1 ,000 to include the app ropriate
level of income taxes associated with eamings for the test period.
2.6

Staff Issue S-S. The undersigned parties agree that NW Natural

will decrease Other Operation & Maintenance Expense by $ 1 2 1 ,423 to reflect a
reasonable settlement of test year memberships and dues expense. The undersigned
parties further agree that the adjustment represents recognition of 1 00% of
expenditures associated with industry research o rganizations and 75% of national and
regional trade o rganization memberships.
2.7

.Staff Issue S-1'O. The undersigned parties agree that unadjusted

test year results will be restated to increase Property Taxes by $39 1 , 000 to reflect the
company's actual property tax expense for the test period.
2.S

Staff Issue S-1 1 . The undersigned parties agree that unadjusted

test year results will be restated to decrease Uncollectible Expense by $293,000 to
reflect a normalized expense level, calculated using a three-year average of actual net
write-offs d u e to uncollectible accounts.
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2.9

Staff Issue S - 1 2 . The undersigned parties agree that unadjusted

test year results will be adjusted to decrease Other Operation & Maintenance Expense
by $41 9 ,000 to remove a portion of Corporate Communications and Govemmental &
Public Relations costs related to non-utility activities.
2. 1 0

Staff Issue S - 1 4 . The undersigned parties ag ree that test year

results wil l be adjusted by a reduction to "Other Operation & Maintenance Expense" of
$ 5 1 7,000, and by a further reduction to "Utility Plant in Service" of $230,000, to restate
payroll expense based on NW N atural's employee count at year-end 1 998.
2. 1 1

Staff Issue S- 1 6. The undersigned parties agree that test year

results will be increased by $36,000 for Other Operation & Maintenance Expense and
by $ 1 70,000 for Utility Plant in Service, to reflect normalized expense levels for payroll
overheads-health and life insurance as well as pension costs. Because payroll taxes
are a function of labor costs, and because labor costs are an issue that has been
reserved for litigation pursuant to Article IV of this Stipulation, an adjustment for payroll
taxes will be made consistent with the resolution of the labor issues at the time of the
company's compliance filing in this docket.
2.12

Staff Issue S-1 7. The undersigned parties agree that Utility Plant in

Service will be increased by $27,322,000, Accumulated Depreciation by $321 ,000,
Materials & Supplies by $2, 1 00,000, Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes by $ 1 34,000,
Depreciation Expense by $641 ,000, Property Taxes by $221 ,000, and Other O&M
Expense by $ 1 72,000, to reflect the investment in and related costs associated with
Phase I I of the NW Natural's Mist underground storage facility. ..
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Staff Issue S- 1 9. The u ndersigned parties agree that annual

amortization expense wil l be increased by $400,000 (to an adjusted total of $ 1 .2 million)
and rate base by $ 1 , 1 62 ,000, relating to recovery of unamortized balances of Year 2000
(Y2K) expenditures. The $ 1 .2 million annual amortization expense wi l l be excluded
from the UG 1 32 revenue requirement and recovered through a separate tariff
schedule, with amortizations to commence effective with the sooner of the effective date
of the tariff, or January 1 , 2000.
2.14

Staff Issue S-20. The undersigned parties agree that "Other

Operation & Maintenance Expense" will be decreased by $9, 000 to reflect the
company's most recent rate offe rings from its insurance underwriters.
2.15

Staff Issue S-2 1 . The un dersigned parties agree that Depreciation

Expense will be reduced by $ 1 ,564,000, to reflect removal of all expense related to
retirement of the company's low-pressure distribution system.
2.16

Staff Issue S-22. The undersigned parties agree that "Other

Operation & Maintenance Expense" will be increased by $584,000, to include in the test
period an amount for Capital Stock Expense calculated using the average of the
.

company's cost during the most recent three years. The undersigned parties further
agree that a historical , three-year average treatment of Capital Stock Expense is a
permanent change in policy that will be reflected in Order No. 99-272 earnings test
filings until a new treatment is o rdered i n a future general rate case of NW Natural.
2.1 7

Revenue Sensitive Factors. The undersigned parties agree that

the revenue sensitive factors to be used in the determination of NW Natural's required
revenues for the 1 998 test year are as follows: ( 1 ) for franchise taxes, 2. 1 50%; (2) for
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regulatory fees, 0.250%; and (3) for uncollectible accounts, 0.41 3%. The undersigned
parties further agree that the adjustments to test year expenses, including tax
deductible interest, should have related tax effects calculated using the following
effective rates: Federal, 35%; and State, 6.24%.
ARTICLE I I I : Other Matters

3.0

The undersigned parties have entered into this Stipulation in good

faith and the refore recommend that the Commission adopt this Stipulation and
Agreement in its enti rety. The parties have negotiated this Stipulation and Agreement
as an integrated document.

Accordingly, if the Commission rejects any part of this

Stipulation, then the stipulating parties may withd raw from the whole Stipulation by
giving written notice to the Commission and all parties to this proceeding within 1 5 days
of the date of the Commission's order. The parties may agree to the modification.

3.1

If any issue covered by this Sti pulation ,is challenged b y someone

not a party to this Stipulation, then the parties agree to support and argue in good faith
for the Commission's approval of all of the provisions of this Stipulation.

3.2

To the extent that this Stipulation is partially modified or withdrawn,

then neither the Stipulation nor any information obtained in the settlement discussions
may be used as evidence by any of the undersigned parties.
ARTICLE IV: Reserved Issues

4.0

The undersigned parties have executed this stipulation to resolve

i dentified issues in this proceeding. The following issues are reserved for hearing:

4.0.1

Staff Issue S-1 8. CIS Adjustment. Company a n d Staff have

separately stipulated to treatment of the CIS issue, in a Stipulation dated July 1 5, 1 999.
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Not all parties have adopted the Stipulation regarding CIS. Accordingly the C I S issue is
reserved for decision of the Commission.
4.0.2

Staff Issue S-9. Sales & Marketing Expense.

4.0.3

Staff Issue S-7. Adve rtising Expense.

4.0.4 Staff Issue S- 1 3 . Wage & Salary Adjustment.
4.0.5

Staff Issue S-1 . Demand Charge Adjustment.

4.0.6

Staff Issue S-23. Rate Spread and Rate Design.

4.0.7 Staff Issue S-OO. Postage.
4.0.8

Staff Issue S- 1 5 . Bonus Adjustment.

EXECUTED this

v.. 1V'- day of July,

1 999 .

b lC r futw�

Susan K. Ackerman
Manager, Regulatory Affairs &
Associate Counsel
For: NW Natural

aul Graham
Assistant Attorney General
For: OPUC Staff
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